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FOREWORD 

This Bulletin is published in furtherance of the purposes of the 
Water Resources Research Act of 1964. The purpose of the Act is to stimu
la te, sponsor, provide for, and supp lement present programs for the con
duel of research, investigations, experiments, and the training of scien
tists in the field of water and resources which affect water. The Act is 
promoting a more adequate national program of water resources research 
by furnishing financial assistance to non-federal research. 

The Act provides for establishment of Water Resources Research Insti
tutes or Centers at Universities Lhrou[';hout the Nation. On September 1, 
1964, a Water Resources Research Center was established in the Graduate 
School as an interdisciplinary component of the llniversi ty of Minnesota. 
The Center has the responsibility for unifying and stimulating University 
water resources research through the administration of funds covered in 
the Act and made available by other sources; coordinatin[,; University re
search with water resources programs of local, State and Federal agencies 
and private organizati ons throughoul the State; and assisting in training 
additional scientists for work in the field of water resourceS through 
research. 

This report is number thirty in a series of publications designf'd 
to present information bearing on water resources research in Minnesota 
and the results of some of the research sponsored hy the Center. In this 
investigation the research was directed towards providing a better under
standing of the effects of time distribution and areal distribution of 
rainfall, storm movement and watershed shape on the runoff hydrograph. 
Studies, involving a mathematical watershed model, revealed that the areal 
distribution of rainfall, the direction of storm movement, the time dis
tribution of rainfall and the shape l)f watershed affect peak streamflow 
discharges. Peak streamflow discharges estimated by conventional methods, 
which normally assume a stati.onary constant intensi ty storm uniformly d 1s
tributed over a watershed, must be modi fled by a coefficient to take into 
account moving, variable intensety, and non-uniform distributed storms. 

Thi s Bu 11 et in serves as the Research Proj ec t Technica 1 Comp let ion 
Report for OWRR Project No.: A-017-Minn; Annual Allotment Agreement No.: 
14-01-0001-1391, 14-01-0001-1843 and 14-01-0001-3023. The ti tIe of the 
project is "Effects of Areal and TIme Dislribution of Runoff Supply on 
Watershed Hydrographs." The Principal Investigator of the project is 
C.L. Larson, Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of tHnne
sota. The project began July 1, 1967 and it was completed on June 30, 
1970. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. General 

Runoff is one part of the hydrologic cycle that is closely related 
to human activities. It is a direct rc.sult of precipi tat ion and appears 
as surface flow, either perennially or intennittently, at an outlet 
of a drainage basin or watershed. Runoff is the product of very compli
cated interactions of many factors and hydrologic processes. After many 
years of investigation and observation, the qualitative nature of run
off phenomena i.s fairly well understood. However, due to complex 
interrelationships between the various components, sophisticated research 
facilities and techniques are required to analyze the effects of each 
component. This has made it difficult to develop adequate quantitative 
relationships describing the runoff process. 

When an engineer starts to design a hydraulic structure or to plan 
a watershed development project, the first consideration is the hydrology 
or hydrologic design. For the design recurrence interval, what is the 
peak discharge or runoff hydrograph for the watershed? Many different 
methods have been suggested to detennine the peak discharge or runoff 
hydrograph despite the fact that there are still many aspects of runoff 
tlla t are poor1 y unde rs t ood . 

Methods for estimating runoff rates can be classified iIlto three 
categories according to their approach to the problem. The first category 
includes statistical or stochastic me.tbods, in which the runoff itself 
is analyzed as a stochastic (probabilistic) variable. Peak discharges 
for various recurrence intervals are estimated directly from recorded 
runoff data. In doing so, one may use a variety of statistical pro
cedures and correlation methods (7, 1,3, 68). Lf the watershed has 
recorded runoff data long enough to cover the desired recurrence interval, 
this method can give direct and reliable estimates. Occasionally, the 
results obtained from the above method are extended to other watersheds 
where. no runoff data are available by assuming that the climatic and 
physical conditions on both watersheds are similar. However, because 
watershed characteristics vary and, since runoff records are limited, 
the application of this technique is often impractical. 

The second category of the methods is the parametric approach. 
This approach is based on the concept that, if the relationships among 
all important factors influencing runoff can be expressed in detennin
istic [onns, then runoff can be predicted from rainfall by a sequence 



of mathematical calculations or by a mathematical model. This approach 
takes the rainfall as input, estimates losses and represents the flow of 
water through the watershed to obtain runoff as output. Thus, the 
technique resembles the actual runoff process much closer than the 
other approach. If the model is generally appli.cable, it can apply to 
any watershed and take any rainfall pattern as input. The main source 
of diff lculty in this approach is the fact that the necessary quantita
tive relationships are not completely known at present. l t is pass i ble, 
however, to compose a mathematical model that makes the best use of 
available knowledge. The Stanford Watershed Model (10, 30, 35), one 
of the pioneers in watershed modeling, and several other mathematical 
models (12, 31, 38) have produced useful results, indicating that the 
app roach is ve ry promis ing . 

The major distinction between stochastic methods and parametric 
methods is that the former predicts peak discharge directly from runoff 
data by means of statistical methods, whereas the latter determines the 
design storm statisitcally then calculates the peak discharge deter
ministically through the use of watershed characteristics. The third 
category, although not as yet developed for practical usage, is a 
combination of the two other approaches. This approach was explored 
by Larson (30), by dividing the runoff process into the land phase and 
the channel phase. In the land phase, the output "runoff supply" is 
considered statistically as a function of duration and recurrence 
interval of precipitation. Since the paramet ri c processes of the land 
phase are not completely known at present, a stochastic method is 
used to estimate the runoff supply from watersheds where data are 
available. By assuming homogeneity of basin characteristics, the esti
mated values can be transferred to an ungaged watershed within the same 
area. Then, in the channel phase that receives the runoff supply as 
input, the flow is routed through the channel system parametrically 
to produce the outflow hydrograph. Since every watershed has its m<ll 
channel characteristics, the parametric calculation of channel flow 
will provide different results that are based on the basin features. 

In selecting a runoff estimation method, the extent and type of 
hydrologj_c data available for the watershed will most likely influence 
the decision. Runoff records and precipitation data are two matn types 
of hydrologic information available. The U. S. Geological Survey is 
the principal federal agency engaged in collectlon and publication of 
runoff data (36). Generally speaking, the number of watersheds that 
have had gaging stations installed long enough for statistical analysis 
is only a small fraction of the total number of watersheds. Most of 
the gaging stations are located on large streams, where variations in 
st ream f low are of greater public concern than on small st reams. 
Furthennore, the number of large watersheds is much less than the 
number of small watersheds. Thus, it is much easier to satisfy the 
demand for gaging the large watersheds than the small ones. Although 
the necessity of gaging small watersheds has been recognized and many 
new, small watershed gaging stations started in recent years, data 
collection is far behind the actual needs. As a result, hydrologists 
and engineers working with small watersheds must deal with short 
range flow records or even without any record most of the time. 
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Rainfall records, on the contrary, are most extensive and are 
available from the U. S. Weather Bureau and other agencies (7). Daily 
precipitation amounts are available for more than 8,000 stations and 
hourly data for 3,000 stations equipped with the recording rain gages. 
At many stations, the length of record is sufficient for statistical 
analyses. In addition, precipitation data have been analyzed exhaust
ively and published in the form of tables, charts and atlases (26, 28, 
41, 65). Mean annual, seasonal, monthly, biweekly, weekly precipitation 
as well as maximum and minimum precipitation and many others are con
veniently arranged so that the user can obtain most of the information 
needed without doing tedious computations. Information is also avail
able for the rainfall amount that might occur for various recurrence 
intervals and various rainfall durations (16, 70). This is very 
helpful in the determination of storm rainfall amounts. 

Rainfall data not only surpass runoff data in number, but are also 
superior for transferring between watersheds. Runoff data collected on 
one watershed in most cases are hard to apply on another watershed be
cause of the many land and channel characteristics which affect runoff. 
The rainfall, on the other hand, is independent of land characteristics 
within a climatic region, which generally covers many small watersheds. 
Therefore, for practical purposes, it is more convenient to estimate 
the peak discharge of a watershed from rainfall data than from the 
runoff data for adjoining watersheds. 

Accordingly, the parametric approach for estimating peak discharge 
and the time distribution of runoff is sometimes the most appropriate 
method for b~all watersheds. As mentioned before, however, the suit
ability of this approach depends on a comprehensive and quantitative 
understanding of how hydrologic and physiographic factors influence the 
runoff from a watershed. Fortunately, the advent of high speed, large 
capacity electronic computers makes it possible to handle huge amounts 
01 information and to make voluminous and complex calculations beyond 
previous capabilities. With the aid of this powerful tool, combined 
with the theoretical knowledge accumulated in past years, the 
possibilities for the solution to the problem are much improved. 

B. Statement of Problem 

In studying the effects of independent factors that act simultaneously 
to produce a result such as surface runoff, the ideal way is to hold all 
of the factors constant except the one under investigation and observe 
how this factor influences the result. Investigation of actual watersheds 
by this approach is out of the question, since many of the factors in the 
field, including the input rainfall, cannot be controlled. Consequently, 
field studies have to deal with statistical analyses that rely on the 
quantity and quality of data, and cannot examine the effect of each 
factor independent ly. Such methods are useful since they can indicate 
the relative effects of various factors, but generally speaking, provide 
little in the way of understanding hydrologic processes. 
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N .lmerous mathematical watershed models have been developed recent ly 
to overcome the difficulties encountered in relying on field investigations. 
In a model study, individual factors can be controlled by the investigator 
to study the effects on runoff phenomena. Another advantage of model 
study is that the period of investigation can be greatly reduced. The 
desired conditions can be created at any moment and a new experiment can 
be conducted within a few days. In the field, this kind of investigation 
is comp letely impossib Ie. The capability of model study is, of course, 
not limitless. The most important lim! tation is that the model must be 
built on the basis of exist ing knowledge of runoff phenomena and tech
nology available at the present stage. The results of model studies 
also need to be verified by field investigation. 

The process of runoff can be simplified to three steps as shown 
below, 

Any change in input, regulator or both wil1 produce a different output. 
A brief review of factors affecting the input and the regulator may be 
helpful in understanding the runoff problem. 

First, the factors determining the magnitude and fonn of input, gen
erally known as climatic factors, include the fonn of precipitation, the 
duration and intensHy of precipitation, the time and areal distribution 
of precipitation, storm movement, and antecedent precipitation. Other 
factors such as wind, temperature and solar radiation affect evaporation, 
transpiration and infiltration and therby influence the condition of the 
watershed, the regulator. The watershed itself has many physical char
acteristics affecting its response. They are size, shape, slope and 
orientation of watershed, type of vegetation or land use, soil type, 
stream density, carrying capacity and 'storage capacity of the channel 
and many others. 

Precipitation includes all forms of water delivered to the land surface. 
Only runoff from storm rainfall will be considered in this study. Most 
of the past studies assumed that the rainfall on the watershed was uniform
ly distributed over the whole area. As pointed out by Stout and Huff (5B) 
in their study of severe rainstorms in Illinois, the areal and time 
distribution of storms varies significantly for large areas. On a 2
square mile watershed with 10 rain gages, with maximum distance between 
two gages less than two miles, Jackson (25) observed that differences 
were very signif icant. For one of the storms, 5/,.9 mm of rainfall were 
recorded at one station and 10B.5 flTIll at another. For a smaller rain, 
2.3 mm recorded at one station and 35.1 mm at another. The effects of 
such differences in time and areal distribution of rainfall as well as 
the movement of rainstorm on peak discharge and time distribution of 
runoff need to be investigated. 
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Although the shape of a watershed is not a climatic factor, it is 
interrelated with areal distribution of rainfall and does affect runoff. 
The peak discharge estimation method adopted by many states and local 
agencies regards the size of watershed as a main variable in the deter
mination of peak discharge. The effect of watershed shape is almost 
always neglected. However, the shape of watershed can be expressed by 
parameters such as form factor, which can be measured from a watershed 
map. Thus, an investigation of the quantitative relationship between 
watershed shape and peak runoff could lead to a practical improvement in 
estimating peak runoff. 

C. Concept of Two Phase Approach 

The concept of a two phase approach to predicting surface runoff 
has been utilized in several current methods for estimating peak runoff. 
According to Larson (30), the process of surface runoff can be consider
ed as having two phases, the "land phase" and the "channel phase." As 
shown in Fig. 1, the land phase takes precipitation as input and subjects 
it to a variety of losses and the process of overland flow to produce 
the output "runoff supply." The channel phase receives the output of 
the land phase as input, carries the water through the channel system of 
the watershed and yields an outflow hydrograph as output. 

The land phase is characterized by water losses due to interception, 
evapotranspiration, depression storage and infiltration. The water 
available for runoff, distributed over the land surface, is referred to 
as rainfall excess. The extent of the losses depends on the character
istics of the climate as well as part of the watershed characteristics. 
The climatic factors include intensity and duration of rainfall, type 
and form of precipitation, wind, temperature and solar radiation. The 
watE'rshed factors related to the land phase include soil type, antecedent 
soil moisture, vegetative cover, geology and general topography. Over
land flow causes a time delay and also may result in additional losses 
by infiltration and evaporation. This procedure, like the channel phase 
processes, does affect the time distribution of runoff supply. However, 
compared to the retarding effect in the channel system, unless the water
shed is quite small, the time delay in overland flow can be considered 
a minor function of the land phase. The overland flow process occurs 
throughout the watershed or region. Thus, a runoff supply relationship 
derived from a small watershed might be applied to another watershed 
within a h?mogeneous region. 

Part of the infiltrated water will become interflow and travel under
ground all the way to the channel or reappear on the ground surface to 
join the overland flow. Regardless of the path, the inter flow can be 
considered as a part of land phase and finally constitutes a portion of 
the runoff supply. The time required for the overland flow and inter
flow to reach the channel system are not the same because of the diff
erent media they pass through. Therefore, the two separate sources, 
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I 
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(a) Land Phase 	 (b) Channel Phase 

Fig. l. 	The surface runoff process in two phases 
(Larson (30) - modified) 

ln general, will ~ontri to different parts of the runoff supply 
hydrograph. The amounts interf10w contributed to runoff supply 
depend on the type of the soil, moisture content and local 
topography. In some areas interf low be a major source runoff 
supply while it insignificant. By includi 
interflm, in phase-), the channel phase (Call 

made largely independen t and laud factors. 

The channel phase, as in Vi . 1, collects f101, from 
sub-areas, translatc'.s it thruugh the ci1;.I1l!ll'l ,;vstem and ,";ubjc'.cts it to 
the effects of channel and tora,\e'L The channel tlow also 
gains water [rom prec pilat jon on Charlllt'l surface, bank flow 
and seepage, l)r loses Wdlt~r by evuporntion from tlJC Chal111l.:,l surface 
and seepage. The:.-;e gains or losse~ or watl~r <lr-(~ gcn~rally f3m;!l1, but 
signiric~nt ill some' PLJrt.i~'uLar areas. it i.<; dS~';lml('d in this Sluuy 
that Lhetie ('ffccls arl' lll:,~ljgLble cornpan.'d lo volume (jf surfaev runofi 
Thus, the flow ill Lhe cilam1<?i is dominaled bv lh<c challnt' 
characteristics or till:: iudivI1hlai \</;ttl'rshed, ~uch as l'Llrrying 

of the challnel, .';torat;(' till' "I I; 111 IWI ;!lld ll](' dis 
at the cilHllncl 8VSI:l!m. ch:lnnc' 
measured nnd llsQd in d(.::.tl'rmI the' Ilydn1J:]p('han 1 C 

system~ i.e., the chanllel 

The \.y,Jtc'r 

shed is, supp] 
would he 
for 
routing char:lcteristirs \vould bl':" 

used to hLs, buth in r<.'bt'3rch and 
in appli cat ion, Olle has approach by clln~;i.dering t.he 
two different phases s0paratc 

D. Review of PreviOUH Wurk 

Tremendous amounts uC research have been conducted on thl' rCliufull 
runoff relat ionship but liLL I has b(2cn dOlle 011 the eCrecls or arl'il 
time disLribution of rain tal 1. • Osborn and Lane (/+7) analyzed LItree y<cars 
of data from four small wClLersheds with areas [rmo 0.56 acres to 11.0 
acres in the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershcd, Arizona. They selecL
0d as independent varlab1(~s total precipitation, maximum 
of precipitatioll for 5-, 10-, , 30-minute intervals and duration 
of both total storm rainfall and runoff-p ng rainfall, antecedent 
precipitation index, watershed area and average watershed slope. Runoff 
peak rate, total volume of runoff, • lag time, and duration of 
runoff were the dependent var abIes simple linear regression models. 
They concluded that a strong corre between (1) runoff volume 
and total precipitation, (2) peak rate runoff and maximum IS-minute 
depth of precipitatioll, (3) flow duration and watershed length, and (4) 
lag time and watershed area. 
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Larson (30) used six idealized rainfall excess patterns other than 
a uniformly distributed pattern on his Dry Creek watershed study to 
investigate the effects of non-unUormity of supply rate of peak dis
charge according to the Stanford Watershed Model Mark III, which used a 
linear system for the routing. All six patterns had a maximum supply 
rate of 0.48 inches per hour with a single peak rainfall at different 
times, except one which had two peaks. All patterns produced higher 
peak discharge than the uniform distribution. The maximum increase in 
peak discharge of 17% was found for a delayed rainfall pattern where 
the peak of the supply pattern occurred at 3/4 of the duration time. 

Buil (6) recognized the importance of areal distribution of rain
fallon the runoff hydrograph and suggested dividing the watershed into 
three equal parts, namely upstream, midstream and downstream sub-areas. 
He then developed the unit hydrograph for each sub-area separately. 
He states: "The rainfall excess areal distribution has been observed to 
have more influence than any other factors in determining the range of 
peak times. It was found that the average unit hydrograph, as normally 
developed, could be related to the location of the more concentrated 
rainfall excess in the basin." Another attempt involved the areal 
variation of rainfall into a surface flow model, based on kinematic 
wave theory, was made by Brakenseik and Onstad (5). In this model the 
spatial variation of input was approximated on an incremental, lumped 
basis as the routing procedure proceeded along the main stream. 

Several studies have been devoted to the effect of moving storms 
on runoff hydrographs. With limited laboratory data that included two 
rain storms moving upstream and downstream, Amorocho and OriOb (1) 
concluded quantitatively that the runoff hydrograph would be affected 
by movement of storm rainfall. Uneler a somewhat oversimplified condition, 
Maksimov (40) used a numerical example to show the difference in the 
maximum surface runoff due to a moving storm. Using kinematic wave 
theory coupled with some assumptions, Hill (I8) demonstrated analytically 
that the effect on runoff due to a moving storm, in particular the flow 
depth, is greater for a downstream-moving storm than for an upstream
moving storm. Yen and Chow (71) have conducted laboratory studies with 
uniform intensity, moving rainstorms and analyzed the influence on 
characteristics of the runoff hydrograph such as peak discharge, time 
of peak discharge and time lag. It was found that the shape of the 
runoff hydrograph varies with the velocity of rainstonn. The nonelimen
sional hydrograph had a longer time base [or a fast moving rainstorm than 
for a slow one. The lag time depends primarily on the intensity of 
rainstorm. 

E. 	 Objectives anel Scope of Research 

To estimate the peak discharge from a given storm, a constant intensity 
stann uniformly covering the whole watershed is generally assumed. However, 
such a storm has never been observed. Each storm varies more or less in 
both time distribution and area distribution. Therefore, it is important 
to know how these different distributions influence the outflow hydrograph 
in a watershed. To investigate the etfects of each factor independently, 
the following objectives were set tor this study: 
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I. 	 To determine the effects of time distribution of 

rainfall on runoff hydrographs. 


2. 	 To determine the effects of areal distribution of 

rainfall on runoff hydrographs. 


3. 	 To determine the effects of stann movement on 

runoff hydrographs. 


4. 	 To detennine the effects of watershed shape on 

runoff hydrographs. 


A watershed model resembling the geometric and physical characteristics 
of representative watersheds in southeastern Minnesota was developed to 
carry out the investigations. Excess rainfall was used as input to the 
model. Thus, determination of losses in the land phase such as inter
ception, evaporation, inf il tration, etc. is not included j n thl s study. 
The interflow and groundwater were considered only as contributing to 
the base flow in the channel and were assumed constant throughout the 
storm. In order to I imit the number of variables, duration and total 
amount of the raInfall were held constant for all tests by adjusting the 

rainfall intensities. 

The overland flow and the elementary channel flow were routed by 
kinematic wave equations using excess rainfaJ 1 and outflow of the overland 
flow as input. The outflows from elementary channels were used as inputs 
to the channel phase and were routed through the channel system by the 
dynamic wave equations to produce runoff hydrographs at the outiet 

station of the watershed. 

Some factors in each case were selected as independent variables 

to be related quantitatively with the resul t. They are position of peak 

rainfall intensity, centroid of areal distribution of rainfall, storm 

velocity and form factor of the watershed. Results were compared with 

a standard case,which was a stationary stonn of constant intensity and 


uniform areal distribution. 
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CHAPTER II 

ROUTING CONCEPT AND PARAMETERS 

Based on the two phase approach, Larson (30) derived a routing equa
tion for the channel phase. A brief review of the derivation and a 
further discussion on the routing coefficient will be given in this 
chapter. Various time parameters used to predict the peak discharge and 
hydro graph shape will also be presented. Attempts will be made to 
describe analytically the effects of non-uniform distribution of rain
fall excess on the hydrograph. 

A. Routing by Two Phase Approach 

Assuming a constant runoff supply rate, qs' in inches per hour, 
distributed over the watershed and of infinite duration, the outflow 
rate, q, will increase in a manner shown in Fig. 2(a). After a 
sufficient length of time, the output rate q will become equal to the 
input rate The time to reach this equilibrium situation is desig
nated, Te , to equilibrium. 

~I :::> 
I1l 
;...; 

M", 
~ 

time 

(a) long duration 

--~~~-------qs -
".(0 

;...; 

'" '" 
'" '" 

~ l, 
~I 

'H 

Te 
time 

(b) finite duration, D ~ 

Fig. 2. Outflow hydrograph for constant runoff supply. 
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If the r ...noff supply stops suddenly before Te. as shown in Fig. 2(b), 
the outflow rate q will not decrease immediately, but will separate from 
the original curve (shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2(b» and eventually 
start to decrease. The maximum rate of outflow or peak discharge is 
designated The routing coefficient, C ' is defined as the ratio ofP
the peak to the runoff supply rate and varies from zero to one 
as the duration of runoff supply rate varies from zero to Te. 

Since the runoff supply rate qs has been assumed constant, [or a 
given runoff amount, R, in inches, with duration D, in hours, 

qs R/D. (1) 

From the definition of qp/qs)' the peak discharge can be ex
pressed as 

qp CpR/D. (2) 

Let A be the total watershed area in square miles and the peak dis
charge of the outflow hydrograph in cubic feet per Then, with 
the conversion of units, Qn for a particular suppiy event is 

Qp O} 

Larson (30) has function of the runoff duration, D, 
and the time to • defined as the time required 
to reach 97% of with a mathematical watershed 
model, Machmeier 
relationship for Cpo 

At this point, a question arises concerning whether the runoff 
amount, R, and its time distribution should be defined at the beginning 
or the end of overland flow. In Larson's original study (0), he used 
the time in the Stanford Watershed Hodel representing the beginning of 
channel flow. In developing the relationship for C however,I 

Machmeier 08} used R at the beginning of overland j\ow, commonly known 
as "rainfall excess". Machmeier's definition was used in this study. 

Using this definit~on, the routing process and the routing coeffi
cient, ,include the effects of the overland flow time delay as well 
as the flow process. Thus a "land phase routing coefficient," 

can be defined as the ratio of peak overland flow, '10, to the rain
1 excess rate, qr' As shown in Fig. 3, if a constant rainfall 

excess, qr> were assumed and routed through the land phase, the peak of 
the runoff supply hydrograph, '10' can be obtained. From the definition, 

qo/qr' (4) 

The value of varies from zero to one as the duration of excess rain
fall changes zero to time to equilibrium overland flow. 
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Fig. 3. 	 Outflow and runoff supply hydrograph from a 
constant intensity rainfall. 

similar definitions for the channel phase, a "channel phase 
routing'coefficient", Cp is defined as the ratio of the peak of the out
flow hydrograph, qp' to the peak overland flow, qo' This implies that 

of Eq. 3 consists of a land phase routing coefficient, Cp, and a 
phase routing coefficient, Cp, if rainfall excess is used as 

input. Eq. 3, therefore, can be expressed by 

646C'C"AP/D 	 (5)P P 

where P is the amount of rainfall excess. Tn the absence of the trans
mission loss and interflow in the overland flow process, the value of P 
will be equal to R in Eq. 3. If the rainfall excess is used for input 
and the flow is routed through overland flow as well as the channel 
system, the routing process in the two phases can be considered as one 

Then the single routing coefficient, C ' can be substituted forp
in Eq. 5. 

B. Watershed Time Parameters 

In estimating peak flow runoff, one has to choose from a large num
ber of suggested methods. In 1957, Chow (8) reported that 107 methods 
for predicting peak flow had been proposed. In an ungaged watershed, 
time parameters are often used to predict the shape of the runoff hydro
graph and the peak discharge. This section will be devoted to defining 
the time parameters generally used in estimation of runoff. 

The time to peak flow is the time measured from the beginning of 
rainfall excess to the occurrence of peak discharge. It is a simple 
time paramete. and is well defined for a single, short duration storm. 
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Lag time 

The lag time has been defined in several ways. The most frequent
ly used definition is given by Snyder (55) as the time from the centroid 
of rainfall to the peak of the hydrograph. He studied some watersheds in 
the Appalachain region and found that the time lag, TT. could be expressed 
by 

C (], I. )0.3 	 (6)
t c 

where L is the length of the main stream measured from outlet to divide 
in miles, the length measured from the channel point nearest to the 
centroid watershed to the outlet point and C is a coefficientt
ranging from 1. 8 to 2.2. 

Taylor and Schwarz (61) analyzed 20 watersheds in the North and 
Middle Atlantic states and found C for this region can be expressed

t 
as 

C = 0.6/,/8 	 (7)
t 

where s is the watershed slope. Linsley, Kohler and Paulhus (36) also 
gave an expression for the 1ag time as a fllncti on of watershed char
acteristics, 

vs)n 	 (8)T], Ct(L. 

where nO. 38 and is 1.2, 0.72 and 0.35 for mountainous areas, footCt 
hill areas and valley areas, respectively. 

Other definitions of lag time are (J) time between the centroid of 
rainfall and centroid of runoff as given by Horner and Flynt (20), and 
(2) time between the centroid of rainfall excess and the half-volume 
of runoff as given by Holtan and Overton (22). Both of the definitions 
require the full hydrograph for evaluation and are therefore more diffi 
cult to determine than time to peak. Bell and Omkar (4) used a regress
ion analysis between relative lag, defined as the ratio between actual 
lag and medi an for the basin, and the peak flows. The resulting corre
lation was not very strong. They suggested using "critical lag," defined 
the average value of time lag for extreme floods and estimated to be 
approximately 10% less than the median lag. 

Theoretically, this time parameter is defined as the time required 
for the surface runoff from the remotest point of the watershed to reach 
the outlet of watershed. This parameter has been used in many flood 
estimation methods such as the rational formula, U. S. Soil Conservation 
Service method (64), etc. In a small watershed, the time of concentration 
may be very close to the lag time but, for a large and complex watershed, 
flow from the remotest portion may arrive at the outlet point too late 
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to contribute to the peak flow. Difficulties in reconciling the defini
tion of concentration time with the physical behavior of runoff were 
discussed by Pilgrim (50). He used radioisotopes to trace stOrln runoff 
and suggested using the time between an element of inpuL at the most 
remote point of the watershed and the maximum outflow of this element 
as the definition of time of concentration. Ramser (51) suggested using 
the time required for water to rise from low flow to the maximum stage 
in the gaging station as the time of concentration for small 
watersheds. An empirical formula was presented by Kirpich 
mate the time of concentration, 

O. .3850.00013 	 (9) 

where is the watershed length measured from outlet point of the water
shed along the main channel in miles and s is the overall slope measured 
from the most distant point to the outlet. 

Time to equilihrium 

The time to equilibrium is defined as the time required for the 
rate of outflow of a watershed to become equal to the rate of inflow. 
For a uniform areal distribution of rainfall, the time of concentration 
has the same meaning as the time to equilibrium. In order to reach the 
equilibrium condition, the inflow has to maintain a constant intensity 
unti I all parts of the watershed contribute to the flow at the outlet. 

:1 	 For most watersheds, the equilibrium condition will never be reached. 
Nevertheless, time to equilibrium can be useful as a parameter. 

When the rate of outflow gradua11 y approaches equilibrium at the 
latest stage, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the outflow increases very slowly 
and a long time is required to reach complete equilibrium. Izzard (24), 
in his studies on overland flow suggested using the time when outflow 
reaches 97% of inflow rale instead of the complete equilibrium. This 
new time paramete.r, named as "time to virtual equilibrium" in a previous 
sec tion eliminated the slowly increasing, time consuming state approach
ing equilibrium. Larson (30) utilized the geomorphologic relationships 
of watersheds combined with Manning's equation and theoretically derived 
an equation to calculate the time to virtual equilihrium from watershed 
characteristics. He divided the principal channel into seve ral reaches 
and calculated time to virtual equilibrium, Tve ' as 

1/S ~ l/5Si 31 (IO).t::_ 
i~l 

where qs is the runoff per unit area, A the total watershe.d area, 
length of principal channel, and for each of m-reaches, 1 i is the 
of channel, the sUI!llllation of channel le.ngth up to the rea,~h, ni the 
factor Ks is to be constant in a given area and depends on the 
units USEd. 

Machmeier and Larson (39) found that has a consistent relation
ship with the ratio of supply duration to time to virtual equilihrium. 

t4 

A constant intensity rainfall may never be observed in actual cases for 
measuring Tve in the watershed, but from Eq. 10, Tve might be calculated 
from the watershed characteristics. Then C_ could be estimated for cal
culation 	of peak discharge in an ungaged 

C. 	 Anal ysis of the Effects of Non-llniform Dis tribution of Rainfall 
Excess 

When using Eq. 10 to calculate ,the runoff rate, is assumed 
to be constant until the outflow equilibrium. If time dis
tribution pattern of supply rate has been changed, the resulting output, 
of course, will not be the same. The input can be either runoff supply 
or rainfall excess but rainfall excess will be used here as indicated 

earlier. 

For a constant intensity rainfall of infinite duration, the runoff 
hydrograph will have an S-shape as shown in Fig. 4(a), Curve 1. Suppose 
that the intensity of the rainfall increases 1inearly at the earlier 
stage and reaches maximum value at time t , then remains constant, the 
result wi 11 be another S-shape hydrograpll as shown by Curve 2 of 
4(a). ·It is evident that the delayed input will delay the outflow rise 
curve as well as the time to reach virtual equilihrium. 

Considering the recession part, assume that the supply continues at 
a constant intensity for a duration D, less than Te' as shown in Fig. 4 
(b). if rainfall tops abruptly at t , the hydrograph will increase for 
a short period, hut will separate froli: the original S-shape graph, reach 
a peak value very qu ickly, then start to form the recession limh of the 
hydrograph as shown by Curve 1. If the supply decreases linearly from 

to , the outfl.ow will increase until it reaches the new peak. Owing 
the 1 between and ,the peak discharge wi 11 be higher and 

the time to peak will be The time to peak may come either be

fore or after tb' 

Combining the two cases, a triangular shape supply patterns can be 
composed as shown in Fig. 4(c). Assume two supply patterns having the 

peak rate, one early and one late in the duration as shown by P 1 
The resulting hydrographs are given as Curve 1 and Curve 2, re

With earlier peak rainfall intensity, the peak discharge 
will be smaller and time to peak will be earlier than for the later peak 
rainfall intensity. The shape the hyc1rograph, for the same peak in
tensity and duration of input rainfall, 1.s determined by the position of 
peak rainfall intensi ty. A parameter indicating the location of peak 
within the duration, such as TID, where is the time of peak intensity 
and D the duration, may be a ggod of the effect 011 time 

to peak flood and on peak discharge. 

Parameters are also needed to indicate the effects of non-uni form 

areal distribution on the shape of the hydrogcaph. Buil (6) found that, 

for the non-uniformly distributed rainfall, a unit hydrograph developed 
by commonly llsed methods varies with the location of the more concentrated 
rainfall excess on the watershed. According to Buil's finding, the 
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distance between the outlet of a watershed and the location of concentra
ted rainfall or centroid of rainfall on the watershed may be a useful 
parameter in deciding the magnitude and time of peak flow. 

Several parameters have been introduced in the past to express the 
watershed shape quantitatively. Horton (21) suggested a dimensionless 
ratio of basin area A to the square of basin length, L, designated the 
form factor, R

f 
, as 

R ~ A/L2 (11)
f 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (62) inverted the form factor and used 
it in unit hydrograph applications. The circularity ratio, given by 
Miller (42) is the ratio of basin area to the area of a circle having 
the same perimeter as the basin. The elongation ratio (54), the ratio 
of the diameter of a circle having the same area as the basin to the 
maximum length of the basin, is also used. Since none of the parameters 
include the channel characteristics except basin area and channel length, 
they may not be good parameters [or predicting hydrographs. However, 
channel patterns and lengths are related to watershed shape. 

Few investigations have been made on the effect of moving storms on 
runoff hydrographs. It is generally agreed that the velocity and direc
tion of moving storms are the main factors effecting the outflow hydro
graph. The laboratory study performed by Yen and Chow (71), though not 
necessarily applicable in the field, provides a general indication of how 
moving storms affect runoff hydrographs. 
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CHAPTER III 

ROUTING EQUkfrONS 

Two different routing techniques were adopted in this study for 
simulating the water flowing on the land and in the channel system. For 
overland flow, the kinematic wave equations were applied to compute the 
flow for a given rainfall excess. This resl1l t was used as the input to 
the channel system and was routed by the dynamic wave equations through 
the channel system to produce the outflow hydrographs for the watershed. 
Development of the numerical routing equations for both approaches are 
presented in this chapter. 

A. 	 Solution of Dynamic Wave Equations 

A flood wave moving down a stream channel constitutes an unsteady, 
non-uniform and spatially varied open channel flow. Based on the laws 
of conservation of mass and momentum, two partial differential equations 
have been derived for unsteady flow. They are generally known as the 
equation of continuity and the equat.ion of motion or together are called 
the Saint-Venant equations Tllemory of A. J. C. Barre' de Saint-Venant 
who described the form of the equations (52). Derivation of the partial 
dif ferential equatIons can be found in many previous works (ItI , 1,5, 56, 
57) and will not be given here. The equations have been broadly applied 
in studies of flood problems since the advent of electronic digital com
puters which make possible the numerical solution of the equations. 
Several numerical techniques have been suggested to solve the equations. 
They can be classified into following four groups: 

1. 	 Method of characteristics with speci.fied time intervals (3, 37, 
46). 

2. 	 C1,aracteri sUe equations solved by explicl t f ini te dIf ferences 
(2, 38, 57). 

3. 	 Explicit finite differences directly applied to the equations 
continuity and motion (23, 44, 67). 

Implicit finite differences directly applied to the equation of 
contlnuity and motion (29, 53). 

Strelkoff (59) reviewed al] four kinds of solution and discussed 
the stability of the solution for the expl.icit fLnite difference method 
and stated tlla t the exp licit fini te difference method is relativel y 
simple, but requires small steps in time because of stability problems. 
He also suggested using tIle doublesweep or "progonka" method for the 
impllcit finite difference scheme, in which numerous sets of SimUltaneous 

algebraic equations are solved at each time step. Baltzer and Lai (3) 
used the method of characteristics and the implicit method to simulate 
unsteady flows in rivers and estuaries. They also used a power series 
method which utilized a MacLaurin series expansion to solve the same 
problem. Garrison et al (11) used a finite difference method to study 
the problems in ri.vers and reservoirs. Based on the studies, they drew 
limitations on finite difference methods as follows: 

1. 	 Stability and convergence of the computation scheme have 
created some problems in the past, but these are now resolved 
(49). 

2. 	 The explicit scheme requires short time and distance steps when 
longer intervals are often desirable. 

3. 	 Tributary flows must be distributed uniformly over a m~n~mum 
distance of one computation reach. This is no real problem, be
cause the interval between stations may be made smaller, or a 
short reach containing the tributary can be rerun with interval 
boundary conditions computed from a previous run. 

4. 	 Flows in dry and nearly dry channels cannot be computed. 

5. 	 Supercritical flows cannot be computed. 

6. 	 Bores cannot be computed. 

7. 	 Some distortion of wave speed occurs in regions where rapid 
changes occur due to the nature of the computation scheme used. 

Generally speaking, the implicit method has no stability problems 
in the solution, but in order to derive the simultaneous equations, both 
upstream and downstream boundary conditions must be known. In this study, 
the downstream does not exist and it is also the point where 
the solution (the hydrograph) is required. The implicit method, 
therefore, could be adopted for this study. The explicit method as dis
cussed above requires small time and distance steps which increases the 
computation time tremendously on the electronic digital computer. 
Machmeier (38) found that the time step selected by the metllod suggested 
by Stoker (56) did not provide stability. A further reduction of time 
step was required to stabilize the solution. The method of character
istics, therefore, appeared to be the best approach for this study. 
There are, of course, problems in this approach such as errors caused by 
numerical integration and interpolation which will be discussed later. 
Taking all factors into consideration, including computer costs, the 
method of characteristics was selected as the channel routing method. 

For a prismatic channel cross section of any shape, the equation 
of continuity, L1, and equation of motion, ,are given by 

L1 + VTY x + TY 0 	 (2)t 

=,Vt + VVx + - g o (3) 
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where V is the flow velocity, Y the flow depth, A the flow cross section Therefore,;, + VTA/g. (21) 

area, T the top width, g the gravitational force, So the channel slope, 
the frictional slope and the subscripts x and t 1ndicate partial dif- Substituting the result into Eq. 17 yields, 

with respect to distance and time, respectively. Eq. 12 and 
1 _Eq. 13 are quasi-linear, hyperbolic type partial differential equations. (22) 

Since Eq. 13 is capable of dynamic or unsteady flows, the VT ± g {fA/g V + I/gA/r - V + C 

flow wave which behaves according to equations is called a dynamic 
where C = ~gA/T and is equal to wave celerity. Eq. 22 implies that anywave, as distinguished from another type of wave which will be described 

in the next section. disturbance occurring at a point (x,t) in the x-t plane will propagate 
in both directions. One comes from the positive value in Eq. 22 and the 
other from the negative value in Eq. 22. The loci of the propagationsConsider a linear combination of L1 and by introducing a new 


parameter A : in x-t plane are known as "characteristic lines." 


Taking the positive value of A from Eq. 21, Eq. 18 can be rewritten 
in the form 

A Vt + (A + A V) + + (VT + A g) + A E 

L L1 + A 

), 
(A +W V) ~~ + (VT + ff g) E O. (23) 

(A + V) + Vx + (VT + g) T . Y 
A + ), V . VT + A g t 

Multiplying Eq. 23 by g/T yields, 
+ Yx + E 


V) fx + (Vg +J¥. g) dY +fXi E o 
 (24 )ax VTO. (14) 

From the total derivative 	of an arbitrary function, U [(x, t), Since C "gA/T, Eq. 24 can also be expressed as 

dU Utdt + 	 (15) (C
2 + CV) + (V + C) dY + O. (25)

dx 

or 

Or by multiplying by dx/C(V + C), Eq. 25 becomes 


dU = ~ U + U . (16) 	 g Et x	 (26)dx dx 	 dV + C dY + V + C dx O. 

Comparing the right hand side of Eq. 16 and the content of the large The positive value of Eq. 22 gives 

parentheses in Eq. 14, there are similarities in their forms except for 


dt = __1_ dx. 	 (27)the coefficient of the time-derivative term. If it is assumed that V + C 

:\/(A+ AV) T!(VT+ Ag), (17) 	 Substituting Eq. 27 into the last term of the left hand side of Eq. 26 
yields 

Eq. 14 then becomes 
dV + t dY + E dt O. (28) 

(A + V) + (VT + ), g) ~ + A E o (18). dx If the negative root of Eq. 21 is chosen, and a similar derivation car
ried out, one obtains 

The value of ), can be determined from Eq. 17. From the last two 
terms of Eq. 17, dV - ~ dY + E dt O. (29) 

;\ (VT + _ ) g) T(A + ) V). (19) 
Eq. 28 and Eq. 29 are called the forward characteristic equation 

Arranging Eq. 19 in term of A, and the backward characteristic equation, respectively. Every point on 
the characteristic line which satisfies the condition given by Eq. 22 

g_ J 2 - TA = O. with positive sign should also satisfy Eq. 28. Likewise, another char(20) 
acteristic line satisfies Eq. 22 with negative sign and Eq. 29. Since 
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the factors C and E cannot be expressed as a direct function of Y, V, x 
and t, Eq. 28 and Eq. 29 can only be solved by numerical integration. 
The relations of Eqs. 22, 28, 29 can be visualized from a three-dimen
sional diagram as shown in Fig. 5. 

y or V 

A 

JII - 'it ;:- cI 17> ............ ),; -x 


Fig. 5. 	 Three dimensional view of method of character
estics. 

The coordinate axes are x, t and y, which represent channel length, 
time and flow depth respectively. The y-axis can be replaced by flow 
velocity or discharge which are also functions of .location and time. 
For convenience, the flow depth is used as representative. At the be
ginning when t = 0, assume the water surface profile along the channel 
is as shown by Curve A-B. After one time increment of t, if there is 
no change in water surface, it will maintain the same form and height 
as Curve A-B and is shown by a'-B'. Suppose at time t the water sur
face has changed to Curve E-F. The locus of change at station A is 
given by A-E and for station B by B-F. This implies that both 
A and B received some disturbance at the same time. 
theory of the method of characteristics, A and B each will produce two 
characteristic lines. Further assume that the forward characteristic 
line started from A and that a backward characteristic line from B in
tersect each other at I, which is on Curve £-1'. The propagation of a 
disturbance at A and B was shown by A-I, and B-I respectively. The 
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projection of A-I and B-1 on the x-t plane given as C-J and D-J are the 
characteristic lines that have been defined on x-t plane, there are stiil 
more conditions to be satisfied, i.e., Eq. 28 and Eq. 29. 

First consider Eq. 28, assuming that the Y-axis can be used to repre
sent all dependent variables in the equation one at a time, then there 
would be different A-I lines for each variable that defines the function 
of each dependent variable. At any point (x,t), the functions defined 
by separate A-I lines should satisfy Eq. 28. Similarly, Eq. 29 should be 
satisfied by those functions defined by separate B-1 lines. However, 
since both lines meet at point I, the final values of Y and V for both 
equations must be the same. Therefore, the solution of simultaneous 
equations, namely Eqs. 22, 28 and 29/will provide the answers to Eqs. 12 
and 13. 

The three dimensional diagram serves to combine some important aspects 
of flood movement into one picture. Any plane parallel to the x-y plane 
at time t shows the water profile along the channel at time t. Likewise, 
any plane paral to the y-t plane at location x shows the change in 
flow depth in time sequ"nce at a particular location x, usually known 
as a stage graph or hydro graph if discharge is used in place of flow 
depth. Finally the x-t plane shows the movement of disturbances 
emanating [rom various locations, known as characteristic lInes. 

B. Solution o[ Kinematic Wave Equations 

The land phase of runoff is mainly overland flow. The ground slope, 
, is usually steeper than that of the stream channel and is the most 

[icant factor influencing the flow behavior. Thus. the dynamic 
flow equation, Eq. l3)Is not requIred. The discharge can be considered 
as a function of flow depth alone, since overland flow depths are rel 
atively shallow compared to the flow depth in a channel and for over
land flow, Sf = So. very nearly. The continuity , Eq. 12, is 
retained in differential form. This type of flow method of 
solution) is known as the kinematic wave method and has been verified 
by Lighthill and Whitham (34). 

Considering the lateral inflow or rainfall excess per unit area on 
a plane surface as i, the continuity equation takes the form 

qx + Yt 1. 	 (30) 

The discharge is given as 

q a 	 (31) 

where q is , y the flow depth and the subscripts x and t 
are partial with respect to location and time, respect
ively. The parameters a and m are constants which depend on whether 
the flow is laminar or turbulent and other physical conditions. 
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From Eq. 31 the discharge is a function of depth alone. Eq. 30 
then becomes 

dq (32)1.dy Yx + Yt 

Differentiating Eq. 31 with respect to y, 

d!l (33)mdy 

Next, let 

dx = dq (34) 
dt dy 

Eq. 32 then becomes 

dx (35)i.dt Yx + Yt 

Thus, the problem becomes the solution of a set of simultaneous equa
tions 

dx (36)dt = 

and 

dy 
(37)dt 

with the initial and boundary conditions of 

y o for 0 <' X L, at t o 

y 0 for 0, at x o 

where L is the length of the overland flow surface. 

In the kinematic wave solution there is only one characteristic 
line given by Eq. 36, whereas in the dynamic wave method, two char
acteristic lines are needed. The characteristic line naturally corres
ponds to a single direction of kinematic wave movement. For the case 
of constant i, Wooding (69) derived a set of analytical solutions for 
different rainfall durations. 

To determine the u-and m-value in Eq. 36, the following rules are 
by different investigators. Henderson and Wooding (15) showed 

for laminar flow, and m 3, where 1s the kinematic 
viscosity, S the slope and g the field strength. For turbulent 
flow, using Chezy's formula, u Cl and m = 3/2, in which Cl is the 
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Chezy coefficient. One can the formula for turbulent 
flow, in which case, a - 1. , where n 1s the 

coefficient. suggested for laminar flow 
= 3 where g, S, are defined as before and K is 
is the actually measured flow depth and Yt the 
calculated from the laminar flow formula. The K 

values vary from 1.0 for very smooth surface to about 10 for a grass 
surface. For ease of calculation, Horner and Jens (19) suggested 
assuming 75% turbulent flow, with the dlscharge calculated by q _ ay2 
and - KS1/2. However, the values of K are given for only two special 
cases. 

Obviously there is no strict rule to determine the values of a and 
m. The overland flow at the early stage of flow may appear as laminar 
flow. As the flow depth increases, it will change from laminar to 
transitional and finally to turbulent. The best way to decide in the 
v<Jlues of 0: and m for a land phase model is by trial, selecting the 
values that best match existlng data. 

C. Junction Routing 

Before going further to derive the numerical routing 
equations, some consideration of the junction problem is necessary. 
When a tributary flow joins the main stream, the discharge in the main 
stream below the junction point will increase abruptly due to the 
additional flow coming from the tributary. flow phenomena at the 

unction point is affected by numerous variables, such as the rate of 
in both channels, the angle of intersection, the shape and 

slope of the channels, the rounding of the corners at the junction, 
etc. Within the flow, transformation of momentum and energy are pro
gressing as two sources of water are mixed together. The problem is 
so complicated that only a few simple and specified cases have been 
studie d in the laboratory. 

Using a rectangular flume in the laboratory, Taylor (60) studied 
the junction problems for equal width main streams and tributaries 
intersecting each other at 45 and 135 degrees. He also derived a 
theoretical equation based on momentum theory to predict the results. 
The results indicated that, [or a 45 degree junction, the theoretical 
and experimental values are in good agreement but not for the 135 
degree junction. He also found that the flow depths in the two channels 
upstream from the junction had nearly the same value, regardless of 
the angle of intersection. Webber and Created (66) made further 
studies for 30, 60 and 90 degree junctions. They concluded that the 
greater head differences and losses were associated with an increase of 
the angle of intersection. 

As indicated in the above studies, theoretical solutions based on 
momentum and energy princple can be done for simple cases. But in a 
natural stream, it is impossible to develop a theoretical equation to 
solve the junction problem. Yet, the effect of flow variation at the 
junction point is important in rOllting runoff through a watershed 
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stream system because of the possible bach.rater effects. 

Consider two stations located on the main stream, one just above 
the junction point and the other just below the junction point. The 
distance between the two stations is assumed small compared with the 
distance between other stations. Then the following relationships can 
be assumed: 

1. 	 The water surLlce elevations at the two stations are the same. 

2. 	 The discharge at the downstream station is equal to the sum 
of the discharge from the tributary and the upstream channel. 

Larson, Wei and 80wers (31) conducted a laboratory experiment to 
study the validity of a junction routing technique involving the above 
assumptions. 11,e junction portion of the experimental channel is known 
in Fig. 6. All tlwee channels were 1,0 feet long and were connected by 
a short transition zone that contains a small drop to the downstream 
channel. Separate hydrographs were introduced in Channel A and 
Channel 8 with various combinations of peak magnitude and time delay so 
that backwater might or might not affect one of the upstream channels. 
The mathematica model was programmed on a CDC 6600 digital computer to 
simulate the experimental cases. Ibe explicit finite difference method 
for solvIng the characteristic equations was used to develop the rout
ing equations. At the junction point, two sections as shown in Secti.on 
1 and Section 2 of Fig. 6 and the stations in each channel were named 
Sta. A, Sta. Band Sta. C. Forward routing equations were used from 
Sta. A and Sta. B and a backward routing equation from Sta. C to link 
the three channels. Each equation contains two unknown variables. 
Since there are si;: unknown variables in these three equations, three 
more equations are required to solve the problem. From the assumptions 
given above, the three euqations used were , ZB = and 

+ QB QC' where Z is the water surface and the dis
rge. The six equations were solved simultaneously LO calculate flow 

velocity and flow depths at each station. The theoretical data were 
compared with experimental data and good agreement was found. The 

junction, 

Channel A 

Channel C 

-- flow direction 
Channel B 

2 1 

Fig. 6. Junction portIon of experimental channel. 

same technIque has been used by other investigators (3,46,57) and all 
reported that the results were satisfactory. Therefore, the same 
assumptions will be used in this study for the channel junctions. 

D. 	 Numerical Routing Equations 

The mathematical model for the land phase routing used in this 
study was developed by Golany (12). The important steps on the develop
ment will be discussed here but, for details, the reader can refer to 
the 	original work. The routing equations were derived [rom Eq. 36 and 
Eq. 	 37. Integrating both equations, 

tx - m k<lt (38)
tl 


ilnd 
 t 

y i dt. 
 (39)

tl 

The 	 numc'rical integration of the equations Wi'S performed by the Runge
Kutta Method, which can be found in many numerical analysis textbooks. 
Integration was repeated for each time step to find out the solution 
for 	y and x at each time step. The main concern of this routing is to 
calculate the outflow rate at the outlet point (x ~ L). However, the 
values of x obtained from Eq. 38 mayor may not fall exactly at L. 
Thus, linear interpolation was used to find out the exact value from 
two 	 adjacent points. 

Actually, the main difficulties were in choosing values of and 
m for overland flow and flow in the elementary channel. Several tests 

an overland flow model with an impermeable surface were conducted by 
Golany (12), and values Manning's n, Parsons' K and Horner and Jens' 
K were obtained by fitting. For Izzard's experiment with blue grass 
turf, the turbulent flow model gave reasonably good fit with n = 0.40 
for 	 the rising limb and 0.20 0.30 for the recession. For smoother 
surfaces, much lower values of n were obtained. 

Different values of nand k were found necessary for the r~slng 
part and the receding part hydro graph to get a good fit with the 
experimental data because of greater turbulence during the drainfall 
than after. Considering the overland flow length used in this study 
(l.00 ft. as compared to Izzard's 72 ft.) and the natural conditIon of 
agricultural land, the turbulent flow model was selec:ted with n-values 
of 0.20 and 0.17 for the riSing limb and the receding limb, respect
ively. 

In the elementary channel, which takes overland flow as lateral 
inflow, the same routing technique was used except for changing and 
m due to the channel shape. The channel shape was assumed triangular. 
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From Manning's formula, m waS found to be 8/3 and 

1/2 25/3 
a - S . 

- n 4(1 + Z2)173 

where Z is the sideslope ratio of the channel. 

The basic equation which will be used to develop the numerical 
routing equations are Eqs. 22, 28 and 29. For convenience, the equa
tions are repeated here: 

(40) 

(41) 

(42)dv + t dY + E dt 0 

(43)dv - ~ dY + E dt 0 
C 

To begin with, it might be interesting to investigate what would happen 
to the solution if the original method of characteristics were used. 
Consider an x-t plane as shown in Fig. 7. On the x-axis, four stations, 
Stas. I, 2, 3 and 4 are selected. Since Initial conditions were given 
for t = 0 at any point of x, values at Stas. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are known. 
Then from Eq. 40 and Eq. 41, two characteristic lines can be drawn from 
each station and the location of each intersection (Points 5, 6, 7) can 
be computed by solving Eq. 40 and Eq. 41 simultaneously. The flow depth 
and flow velocity at Points 5, 6, and 7 can be calculated by simultan
eous numerical integration of Eqs. 42 and 43. Repeating the procedure, 

...,...

xo 1 AX 2 AX 3 AX 4 

Fig. 7. solution points by method of characteristics. 
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solutions can be obtained at Points 8, 9 and 10. Notice that the 
Points 5, 6 and 7 are at somewhat different times and that Point 8 is 
at a different location than Point 2, due to the form of characteristic 
lines. When the calculations are performed by a computer, it is desir
able to have the solutions at regular positions on the x-t plane so that 
the answers can be stored as an array. The following techniques have 
been suggested by Lister (37) to solve this problem. 

A regular grid system is used for the x-t plane as shown by Fig.8. 
Assume that the solutions have been obtained at time t, i.e., values of 
Y, V and at points L, M and R are known. Also, assume that a solu
tion is at point P. Obviously, there should be two character
istic lines passing through point p that originate from somewhere on 
line L-R, say L' and R'. as shown in the figure. Suppose ,\t and are 
so chosen that the characteristic lines PL' and PR' can be regarded as 
straight lines and L' and R' fall within the interval of 1M and MR. 
The procedure starts by assuming the flow depth and flow velocity at P 
is equal to those of point M. From Eq. 40 and Eq. 41, the locations 
of L' and R' can then be calculated. The flow conditions at L' and R' 
are calculated by interpolation of the values at L, M and R. Then, by 
simultaneous numerical integration of Eqs. 42 and 43, one can find out 
the velocity and depth of flow at point P. The answers will be com
pared with previous assumed values and the whole procedure repeated 
until the required accuracy is obtained. 

t 

t+t>.t 

t:. 

~t 

L 

____~________~__________L ~__________~__________~________
~.~ 

Fig. 8. Grid system for specified time interval. 
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Two numerical integration methods were soggested by Lister (37). 
One is called first order or linear approximation given as 

XIF(X) dx F - (44 )
/ Xo 

or 

Xl 
[ F(x) UX F (Xl - xO) (45 )

Xu 

and the other is called second order approximation given as 

Xl 
[ F(x) dx I [Fexo) + FexI)] - xO) (46)

Xo 2: 

The value of equivalent to values at L' and R', which are given, 
and the value is equivalent to the value at P, which is unknown. 

at point P, first assume the flow conditions at 
point P are equal to that at point M. For distinction, the assumed 
values will be denoted by p' and the true values by p. '!1wn Eq. 40 
and Eq. 41, using the linear approximation, can be expressed by 

(vp' + Cl") ,H (47) 

and 

,) ,\t (48)xM 

where the subscripts correspond to the locations shown in Fig. 8. 
Eq. 47 and Eq. 48 will be called the forward directional equation and 
the backward directional equation, respectively. Location of L' and R', 
therefore, can be obtained from Fqs. 47 and 48. 

Sim.ilarly, /!:q. 42 and Eq. 43 can be changed to 

VI' - VL, + ~p, (Y1' - YL') + Ep ' lit 0 (49) 

and 

~P' (Yp - Y}{') + Ep ' ht 0 (50) 

Rearranging Fq. 49 and 50 yields 

g 
+~ L. - EM lit - Y~ (51) 

and 

VR , - frI',Y R , - EM lit + (52),YI' 
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Within Eq. 51 and Eq. 52, each contains two If the
Sf term included in the E-term is evaluated at p',
the remaining variables are given since all of them are on time t. By
set ling 

KI VL , + E. Ep ' (53)Cp ' 

K2 = VR, - ,YR, - ,,~t (54) 

gC 
"Cp • (55) 

Eq. 51 and Eq. 52 become 

KI (56 ) 

K2 + CYp , (57) 

Eq. 56 and Eq. 57 will be called the forward routing equation and 

backward routing equation respectively. 


After and Yp have been calculated, it will be compared with the 
assumed values, Le., Vpr and YI;'" If the results do not satisfy 
required accuracy, the calculatlon wiii be repeated. But this time, 
the flow conditions obtained from previous calculation will be used for 
the assumed values at P, and second order approximation will be used for 
the integration. As before, if the assumed value be denoted by P', 
the new directional equations are given by 

xM XL' "2
1 + , + VI" + Cp ') At (58) 

and 

1 
xR' - xM 2 CR ' + VI" - Cp') At (59) 

and are also provided from the result of the 
Again, interpolations are used to evaluate the 

flow conditions at L' and R'. ThenJfrom Eq. 42 and Eq. 43, using 
second order approximation one obtains 

g 1VI' ++ 
2" 
1 + E1' , MtC1' 2 

1i + £ ) 
(60) 

and 
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1 £ + ) YR, - 2 + Ep ' ){It- 2" ( C ,
R

g + g ) (61)+ 
2 CR , Cp ' 

respectively. These equations are similar to Eq. 51 and Eq. 52. 
Therefore, by setting 

!.( +e) (62) 

2 p' 

(63) 
2 CR , "Cp ' 

(£ + g ) 

1 (64)
+ C1YL, 2" + Ep,)!l tKl 

(65)K2 VR, 1 (E
R

, + Ep,)1H 
2 

Eq. 60 and Eq. 61 become 

(66)= Kl - C1Yp 

and 

(67)vp = + C2Yp . 

Eq. 66 and Eq. 67 are the more general form of the forward routing 

equation and the backward routing equation. The second order approx

imation method is repeatedly used in the rest of the iteration. 


To obtain the values at L' and R', two interpolation methods were 
used, i.e., linear interpolation and Lagrangian interpolation. In 
testing the routing procedure, the position of the wave front was 
found to significantly affect the accuracy of interpolation. With the 
flood wave moving from L to 1'1 (Fig. 8), before the wave front reaches 
point L, the values at L' should remain unchanged. This situation 
should be maintained until the wave front moves into the region L' to 
1'1. Assume it falls at an arbitrary point, W, not sbown in the figure 
but located somewhere between L' and 1'1. Also assume that the rate of 
change of the flou characteristics such as depth, velocity, etc., is 
larger at the wave front than for the later portions of wave. To cal
culate values at L'. Lagrangian interpolation was needed through the 
three points W, L' and 1. This method was continuously used until the 
wave front passed through Point R. Then, with the rate of change in 
flow becoming fairly small, the linear interpolation was used to save 
computation time. The same technique was used for R' and in the case 
of a backwater wave. 
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All of the stations in the channel system can be classified into 
of the following four categories, (1) central stations, (2) upstream 

downstream boundary stations and (4) junction 
Each type of station requires a different set of simultan

eous equations to calculate the flow velocity and flow depth at the 
station. They will be presented in order here. 

a. Central station 

A central station can be defined as a station where at least one 
other station exists both upstream and downstream within the same reach 
as shown in fig. 8. At such a station, two characteristic lines can be 
obtained. Therefore the simultaneous equations are given by Eq. 66 and 
Eq. 67. Solving these equations for velocity and depth, 

+ I(Cl + C2) (68) 

- KZ)I + C2) (69) 

b. Upstream boundary station 

This station is defined as the most upstream station in a reach 
if or when the flow at this station does not affect the flow in the 
next reach upstream. Since it is the most upstream station, the for
ward characteristic line does not exist, which means that only the 
backward routing equation can be used at this station. At the up
stream boundary station, the discharge hydrograph is generally known, 
serving as an input. TI.erefore, for a trapezoidal channel, the 
simultaneous equations are 

K2 + (70) 

Vp (n + (71)Qp 

where A is the cross sectional area, B the bottom width and Z the side 
slope ratio of the channel. Substituting Eq. 70 into Eq. 71 yields 

(K2 + (n + ZYp ) Yp (72) 

Rearranging Eq. 72, 

+ (K2Z + + o (73) 

Solving the cubic equation for depth can be obtained. 
Then, from Eq. 70, the flow can be calculated easily. 

c. Dov.'I1stream boundary station 

This station is defined as the most downstream station in a reach 
when the flow neither affects nor is affected by the flow in downstream 
reach. Thus, only the forward routing equation can be used at this 
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station. A restriction on the flow such as critical depth, may exist 
at this station and can be used along with the forward routing equation 
to form simultaneous equations. But in the case that no such conditions 
caIl be utilized, the continuity equation is used to solve for the flow 
depth by an expl icit finite difference scheme. Then the result is put 
into the forward routing equation to calculate flow velOcity. The 
finite difference scheme is given as 

YL) 16x , Y(YM - x 

and 

I!H. 

Substituting these into Eq. 12, one gets 

lAx + 	VHTM(YM 

+ Tu(Yn - Yu) Illt = O. 	 (74) 

The 	 flow depth at downstream boundary station, , can be obtained by 

t,t
+ Ax 

Then, from the forward routing equation, the flow velocity is 

Vp K1 C1Yp' (76) 

d. Junction station 

junction station actually includes two stations, one in the up
stream channel and the other in the downstream channel, assumed to be 
separated but close to each other. When the flow conditions in the 
two station~ are independent, the upstream unction station will be 
solved as a do"instream boundary station and the down"tream junction 
station will be solved as an upstream boundary station. When the two 
flow conditions become dependent on each other, the assumptions given 
in Section C of this chapter for a j unction point are used. Consider 
the x-t plane as shown in Fig. 9, where M and M' represent the known 
conditions just above and just below the junction, respectively and 
Nand N' represent the corresponding unknown conditions. Since the two 
stations do not coincide, values at M and H' are not the same. Thus 
the constant tenn Kl and the coefficient C in the forward routing 
equation should be evaluated from L' and Likewise, K and C2 in

fthe backward routing equation should be evaluated from M and R'. As
sume that there is a tributary flow coming into the junction and that 
the tributary flow is independent of the main stream flow except for 
supplying the extra discharge. A small drop, D, is used at the junc
tion since channel depth generally increases with discharge (32). Then, 
from the forward routing equation, the backward routing equation, the 
equal water surface assumption and discharge continuity, four simul
taneous equations can be given as 

R 

t 

t+ t 

t 

Fig. 	 9 Grid system at junction point. 

= K}VN 	 (77) 

+ 	 (78) 

+ 	 (79) 

YN D 	 (80) 

Eq. 	 79 can be rewritten in terms 0 f flow ve 10c1ty and depth as 

+ ZM'YN' )YN, + ZMYN)YN + Ql' (81 ) 

where Il is the bottom width, Z the side slope of the channel at the 
corresponding 	station and QT the tributary flow. 

Substituting Eqs. 77, 78 and 80 into Eq. 81.one gets 

(K2 + C2 YN') (~, + , )Y
N

, - , - D)]C1 

[~ + ZM(YN' - D)] (YN, D) + (82) 

Solving and arranging In the order of II Eq. 82 becomes 

.+ + ,+ o (83) 

where 

+ 	 (84) 

+A2 C2 - 3C 1ZMP + ~Cl 	 (85) 
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+ 2 D - (86) 

- C 7~D3 - (87) 

K2~' + 

A4 + I-M 

After has been found by use of Eq. 83, VN', YN and can be calcu
lated Eq. 78, Eq. 80 and Eq. 77 separately. 

E. 	 Comparison of the Explicit Finite Difference Method and Specific 
Time Intervals in the Characteristic Method 

At the beginning of this chapter, four groups of numerical tech
niques were discussed. The first method was used in this study, i.e., 
method of characteristics with specified time interval and the second 
method was used by Machmeier (38) and Larson, Wei and Bowers (31). It 
was found that, if the first order integral approximation and linear 
interpolation are used in the first method, both methods actually turn 
out to be exactly the same. 

Consider a grid system given as in Fig. 8. The finite difference 
approximation for the forward scheme can be given as 

Yx 	 (YM - YL)/lIX, Yt (Yp - YM)/6t, 

Vx 	 (VM VL)/lIX, Vt (Vp - VM )/llt. 

for the backward scheme, 

Y	 (YR - (Yp YM)/L,t,x 

V 	 (VI) VM ) /lIx, V~ (V n VM)/t,t,x 

where the subscripts x and t are the partial differentials with respect 
to location and time respectively. The equations of continuity and 
motion for a rectangular channel are given as 

VY + o 	 (88)x + Yt 

+ VVx + + E o 	 (89 )Vt gYx 

Eq. 89 is multiplied by a parameter equivalent to in Eq. 21 which has 
the value of Y/g for rectangular channel, and added to and subtracted 
from Eq. 83. This gives 

+ YVx + Y t + JY / g (V t + VVx + + E) 0 (90) 

+ YVx + Y - ';Y/g (V t + VVx + gY x + E) 0 (91)t 

Eqs. 90 and 91 are called the forward equation and backward equation, 
respectively. For simplicity, only the forward equation will be con
sidered fronl now on. Substituting the forward scheme into Eq. 90 and 
solving for Vn • one obtains 
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VI' = VM +1I.t r,
fix LVM + g (Y f Y",] - Ellt 

+~ [[VM (v - + YM V )l~+y", (92).M~ lIx -Y~ 
Now, returning to the specific time interval method, the forward 


routing equation takes the form of Eq. 51 as 


Vp VL , + fit gYp I e", 	 (93) 

Interpolating linearly any value, D, that can be either flow velocity or 
flow depth at L', by setting LM; fix and L'M lIx', yields 

I(D
L

, t,x/llx' . 	 (9 1, ) 

Solving for one gets 

+ fix' /,\x. (95) 

The !Ix' can be calculated from the forward directional equation if V 

and C are evaluated at Point'" as done by the first estimation of the 

specific time interval method. Then, 


/',x' 1'It.+ 	 (96) 

Eq. 95 becomes 

+ Lit/Ax 	 (97)UH + 

by substituting • as given by Eq. 96. Selecting proper values for V, 

Eq. 91 takes the form 


+ !ItVI' + C,,) (VT V.. ) +.& I YM + 
;\x 	 C'" 

- YH)] - g 
Yp(VM + 

~ 

eM 

v + 0.1: [
M .6x 

+ g (YL Y",)] 

EHI'It + g [Ll t + ~2H(VL - VH)]eM 	 /',x g 

+ Yp] 	 (98) 

Since JgAH/TM and in a rectangular channel CM 
eventually can be simplified to ; VgyH" Introducing this result into 
Eq. 98, 

+ g(Y L - +VM 

[VH(YL YM) + + YM- YpJ (99 ) [C[ 
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The expression of Eq. 99 is exactly same as that of Eq. 92. This shows 
that the method used in previous work by Larson, Wei and Bowers is a 
special solution of the method of characteristics with specific time 
interval used in this study. 

CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED MODEL 

An idealized, third order watershed was developed for use as the 
base or standard watershed. Part of this was done in collaboration 
with Golany (12), following the general procedure used by Machmeier (38). 
Machmeier's watershed model was patterned as closely as Possible to the 
geometric and physical characteristics of watersheds in the Midwest area 
and especially southeastern Minnesota. For the watershed shape study, 
the standard watershed was modified in several ways. 

I A. Elementary Watershed Model 

After studying possible channel networks by trial and error, it was 
concluded that the elementary or unit watershed used by Machrneier would 
be appropriate. It has an area of 32 acres (0.05 sq. mile) and is 800 
feet width and 1750 feet long, as shown in • 10. The elementary 
watershed model includes two overland flow each 400 feet long and 
the elementary channel running through the center of the unit watershed. 
The overland flow takes precipitation excess as lateral inflow and moves 
it towards the elementary channel. The land slope was selected as 
10.2% and Manning's roughness coefficient n = 0.2, the values used by 
Machmeier. 

The shape of the elementary channel is a wide triangle with a side 
slope of 10.2% corresponding to the land slope. It was assumed that the 
land flooded at high discharges is a small fraction of the total over
land flow length and that the effect can be regarded as negligible. The 
channel slope was selected as 0.06% and Manning's roughness coefficient 
n = 0.04. The assumption was also made that no water would flow into 

Fig. 10. Sketch of elementary watershed. 
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the unit watershed from outside of its boundary, so that each unit 
watershed will be independent and will respond in the same manner. 

B. Standard Watershed Model 

After considering the cost of computer operation in relation to 
the purpose of the research, the watershed side was reduced to 1.456 
square miles or 29 unit watersheds. The channel network for the water
shed is shown in Fig. 11. In the model, five unit watersheds consti 
tuted a sub-watershed, and five sLlb-watersheds plus four unit watersheds 
used to fill in empty spaces constituted the whole model watershed. The 
channel lengths and the intersection angles were determined by trial and 
error in such a manner that the watershed area is well covered by unit 
,vatersheds without too much empty or overlapping space. The pattern 
also provides an overall length-area relationship approximating that 
presented by Gray (13). The relationship is gLven as 

568L = 1.40 	 (100) 

where L is the main stream length in miles and A is the basin area in 
square miles. It was derived from the study of 41 representative water
sheds in the Upper Midwest. 

The main stream has been divided into eight reaches, numbered 1 
to 8 in the figure. Each reach begins immedIately after a junction and 
ends at the next junction, with a few exceptions. Reach 3 starts as 
usual at a junction but ends below the junction a distance equal to the 
length of the last reach of each second order tributary. This point is 
considered the end of the sub-watershed, making all sub-watersheds 
identical. Thus, for uniform rainfall distribution, the hydro graphs for 
all sub-watersheds are the same. Reach 4 starts at the end of Reach 3 
and ends at a junction. Reach 8 is the last reach of the main stream, 
ending at the outIet station of model watershed. Reach 1 is the channel 
of the elementary watershed and, though routed by a different technique, 
is considered part of the main stream. Except for the elementary 
channels of the unit watershed, all inflow to the main channel occurs 
only at channel junctions. 

A trapezoidal cross section channel with a side slope of 1:1 was 
selected [or the channel system. The bottom width of the channel 
varied from reach to reach as listed in Table 1. The roughness coeff
icient of the channel system was chosen as n = 0.04. This is consider
ed an average value for southeastern Hinnesota. A constant value of n 
was used, since there is no well established formula relating to channel 
and flow characteristics. The channel slope was also determined by 
following the relationship developed by Hachmeier (38) for his water
shed model as 

2 (101)SK = O. 
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Fig. 11. 	 Channel network for the model watershed, 
standard shape, form factor 0.3723. 
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the reach. This is based in part on 
relationship for channel char

acteristics. Hachmeier (38) also studied mean annual floods estimated 
from runoff records in southeastern Minnesota and chose base flow of 
one-tenth the mean annual flood or 4.9 cubic feet per second per square 
mile of watershed area. 

One major change in the watershed model used in this study com
pared to Machmeier's watershed model is that the backwater effect in 
main channel flow is inc] uded in the model. This condition is normally 
generated by a high discharge flowing into the main stream from a 
tributary. A small drop in the channel bed was introduced at every 
j lmc t ion wi th a tributary. The magnitude of the drop was determined by 
comparing uniform flow depths for the mean annual flood in adjacent 
reaches. For the initial flow, to the drop in the channel bed, the 
water surface elevation below each junction is lower than that above the 
junction. When the tributary flow starts to increase, the water level 
below the junction rises and eventually becomes equal to the water level 
above the junction. Then the backwater starts to afl'ect the reach above 
the junction. No backwater was allowed to go into the tributaries [rom 
tlw main stream and from a higher order watershed channel to a lower 
order watershed channel tor two reasons. First, the channel slope 
the tributary is usually greater than that of the main stream. Thus, 
the backwater effect in the tributary is less significant than that in 
the main stream. Secondly, keeping the outflow hydrographs identical 
at the outlet f each sub-watershed and was necessary to avoid excessive 
computer time. 

The tershcd and channel dimensions for the standard watershed 
model are listed in Table 1. This model was used to test the effects 
of time distribution of rainfall excess. In the test of areal distri 
bution rainrall and moving storms, the model was modified. As 
shown Fig. 11 , the sub-watershed at the upstream end of the main 
channel was composed of five unlt watersheds. The [our other tributar
ies have the sallle composition except for the addition of one more unit 
watershed below each one. For the areal distribution study, order 
to have the watershed composed of five equal parts, the four separate 
unit-watersheds were dropped. All channel lengths and sizes sub-
watershed were left unchanged, although the watershed area was reduced 
by O. square mile. This model will be referred to "modified standard 
watershed model" to distingui from the original standard watershed 
model. 

C. Modified Watershed Shape Nodels 

In order to study the effects of watershed shape, three watersheds 
with different channel arrangelllents were synthesized. Each watershed 
has the same area as the standard watershed model, i.e. ) 29 unit-water
sheds and 1.456 square miles . Trial and error was used to obtain a 
reasonable arrangement of the channel networks for these studies. 
Figs. 12, and 14 show the watersheds with form factors of .4787, 
.3072 and , respectively. These watersheds will be referred to as 
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10Fig. 12. Channel network for the compact watel:shed, 
form fac.tor, Rc = .4787. 

Fig. 13. Channel network fur the elongated watershed, 
form factor, = .3072. 
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Channel network for the most elongated 
watershed, form factor, Rr = .2421.

Fig. 14. 
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"compact watershed," "elongated watershed" and "most elongated water
shed." The channel characteristics of each watershed were chosen in 
such a manner that the overall channel characteristics are as close as 
possible to the standard watershed model, thereby minimizing the poss
ible effects due to changes in channel characteristics. The drop at 
each junction was calculated by the same method used for the standard 
watershed model. The channel and basin sizes for each watershed are 
given in Tables 2, 3 and 4. 

Some watershed characteristics for all four basins are listed in 
Table 5. The basin area of 1. 456 square miles is the same for a1 
watersheds. The main channel length changed from 1. 744 miles for the 
compact watershed to 2.453 miles for the most elongated watershed. The 
total channel length is simply the summation of all channel lengths and 
varies only slightly. For each model watershed, Horton's form factor 
was calculated, i.e., 

= (102) 

where A is the watershed area and L is the main stream length. 

The drainage density indicates the average stream length per unit 
area and Is calculated by 

D L/A (103) 

where L is the sun~ation of all channel length in the watershed and A 
the watershed area. The drainage density is slightly lower in the 
elongated watersheds. 

The average channel slopes were calculated by Gray's method (13). 
This is done by plotting the main channel profile on graph paper and 
drawing a ri.ght triangle wi th legs along the axis such that its area is 
equal to the area under the main channel profile. The slope of the 
hypotenuse is taken as the average slope of the main channel. As 
shown in Table 5, the channel slope of the compact watershed was some
what higher than the others, but not greatly so. 
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Table 2. 	 Channel and basin sizes for the compact 
watershed, R = .4787f 

Reach AcctHl'l111a lcd Basin 

+
00 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

.3314 

.214t, 

.2144 

.2144 

.1072 

.3312 

.1656 

.1656 

.3314 

.5458 

.7602 

.9746 

1.0818 

1.4130 

1. 5786 

1. 7442 

.0502 

.1507 

.2511 

.3515 

.4520 

.4520 

1.3559 

1.4563 

--.-~- .. ----.-

4.00 

4.50 

4.50 

5.00 

5.00 

7.50 

7.50 

.0060 

.0047 

.0043 

.0043 

.0043 

.0043 

.0033 

.0030 

.2425 

.2286 

.1193 

.8958 

.1622 

-.~-..........~-

Table 3. Channel and basin sizes for 
watershed, .3072 

the elongated 

'" .. .., 

=~~= 

Accumulated Basin 

1 1 .3314 .3314 .0502 .0060 

2 2 .1072 .4386 .1507 4.00 .0047 

2 3 .0828 .5214 .1507 4.00 .0047 .2425 

+
\0 2 4 .4140 .9354 .2511 4.50 .0043 .5200 

3 5 .0828 1. 0182 .5524 5.00 .0043 .2039 

3 6 .4140 1. 4322 .6528 5.50 .0033 .2470 

3 7 .0828 1. 5150 .9542 6.50 .0033 .0375 

3 8 .4140 1. 9290 1. 0545 7.00 .0033 .2353 

3 9 .0828 2.0118 1.3559 7.50 .0033 .1622 

3 10 .1656 2.177,1 1. 4563 7.50 .0030 



Table 4. Channel and basin sizes for the most elongated 
watershed, = .2421Rf 

Accumulated Basin 
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.3314 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.1515 

.3314 

.4829 

.6344 

.7859 

.9375 
1.0890 
1. 2405 
1.3920 
1. 5435 
1. 6950 
1.8466 
1. 9981 
2.1496 
2.3011 
2.4526 
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.1507 

.2511 

.3515 
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.6528 
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.2425 

.2286 

.1193 

.1721 

.2039 

.0660 

.0554 

.1255 

.0375 

.1108 

.0250 

.0995 

.1622 



CHAPTER V 

PROCEDURES FOR THE INVESTIGATION 

A. Programming the Watershed Model 

The numerical routing for the elementary watershed and the main 
channel of the model watershed were programmed in FORTRAN IV and execut
ed separately by the CDC 6600 digital computer at the University of 
Minnesota computer Center. The computer program for the elementary 
watershed was written by Golany (12). It is capable of using different 
rainfall patterns as input and routing through overland flow and elemen
ary channel flow. The outflow from the elementary watershed was given 
at 10-second intervals. The program of this portion can be obtained 
from the original work and will not be repeated here. 

The program for the main channel model was written as generally as 
possible. Yet, to test the four different topics included in this 
study, a slight modification of the program was required. A generalized 
flow chart for the program is shown in Fig. 15. The procedure of cal
culation will be described here by following the flow chart. 

The elementary watershed hydrographs, being on punched cards, were 
read into the computer as input to the main channel model. In the main 
channel, the distance between stations was 35.4 feet for the sub-water
shed reaches and 54.5 feet for total watershed reaches, except in the 
most elongated watershed, where 50 feet was used throughout the model. 
The channel dimensions such as bottom width, side slope, channel drop 
as well as the drainage area of each reach were read into the computer 
as data. 1be initial flow conditions in all reaches were calculated 
from Manning's equation by assuming the flow to be uniform and steady 
state. At the same moment, many counters, signals and constants used 
in the program were also initiated, after which the program was ready 
to start the main channel routing. 

The routing begins with calculation of the necessary information on 
flow, such as cross-sectional area, top width, hydraulic radius, wave 
celerity, friction slope, etc., at all stations. The time increment, 
At, used in the program is not a constant. It is calculated each time 
for every station by 

!'it DX/ (V + C) (104) 

Since V and C change at each station as the flood wave progresses, bt 
calculated a t the various stations is never the same. The minimum 
value of DC for all stations was selected. In order to insure that the 
characteristic lines drawn backward from the desired point in the x-t 
plane to the previous time level would not fall beyond the adjacent 
stations, a time increment reducing factor was applied to the selected 
Dt. The time increment reducing factor was started at 0.8 and was 
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Fig. 15. 
Flow chart for main channel routing model. 
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increased to 0.9 where it was held constant. Throughout each 
run, the hydro graph time was determined by simple accumulation of At. 
The inp~t hydrographs from the elementary watersheds were given by ten 
second intervals. Therefore, a linear interpolation was used to cal
culate inflow rates to the main channel system at times. 

The importance of wave front locations in the early stages of 
routing was 	mentioned in Chaptee 3. The main effect of wave location 
was on the accuracy of evaluat ing values at point L' and R', shown in 
Fig. 8. Depending on the location of the wave front, a different intee
polation method was used to compute the flow depth and flow velocity as 
described earlier. The progress of the wave front was calculated by 
its velocity 	and wave celerity. In every reach, whenever the flood 
wave and the 	backwater wave crossed each other, or when the flood wave 
passed through last station of the reach, or when the backwater wave 
covered the 	first station of the reach, calculation or the wave front 
location was 	 stopped. This process was for all reaches of 
the model before proceeding to the next time step. 

The channel routing is performed in the downstream direction, 
reach by reach. After all the reaches in the watershed model have been 
routed for the particular time step, the process is moved to a new time 
step, by adding a time inceement. The tributary floWS at the junction 
points before backwater occurs are assumed to contribute only an addi
tional discharge to the downstream reach of the The various 
tributaries 	have the same configuration and area and therefore have 
identical hydrographs. 111u5, the tributary flows do not need to be 

calculated separately. 

As indicated earlier, different routing procedures were required 
for the upstream, central and downstream stations each reach. Thus, 

,! each station has to be identified during the operation of the program. 
," At the last station of each reach, an on-off backwater signal was used 

to indicate whether or not the upstream and downstream channels should 
be linked by 	 use of the junction equations. 

For the new time step, the flow in each reach is checked to see if 
it has started to recede. The purpose of this is to determine the pro
per moment to disengage the backwater effect. If the flow is receding, 
and the flow depth at the junction becomes lower than the annual flood 
depth, the backwater signal turns off so that each reach can return to 
a state of independent flow. The calculation was terminated either by 
pre-set time limit or by a reduction in the outflow discharge to a 
certain percentage of the peak tlow. The outflow for each 
watershed order, i.e., unit watershed, sub-watershed and total water
shed were printed for one minute intervals as the final result. Other 
results available in the printed form are (1) flow depth, velocity and 
discharge for selected stations at one minute intervals, (2) flow 
profile along the main channel, and (3) peak discharge and time to peak 
for the beginning and end stations of every reach. 

The whole program includes one main program, thirteen subroutines 
and two function subprograms. The nature of a main program was 
shown in the flow chart given in Fig. 15. The function of each sub
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program is given below. 

Function subprograms 

1. YLAC - execute Lagrangian interpolation 
2. YLIM execute linear interpolation 

Subroutines 

1. lINIFLW -	 calculate uniform flow by Manning r s fa mula 
2. 	 VALliE - calculate necessary flow information such as 

area, top width, hydraulic radius, wave 
celerity, friction slope, etc. 

3. CllKY -	 check ror negative depth 
4. CIlKV -	 check for improper negative velocity 
5. QUBIC -	 solve cubic equation 
6. 	 FORC - calculate first iteration forward ranting 

equation by first order approximation 
7. 	 BAKC - calculate first iteration backward routing 

equation by first order approximation 
8. 	 FK1T - calculate torward equation from second 

terati by approximation 
9. 	 SKlT - calculate backward equation from second 

iteration on by approx~nation 

10. UPST -	 perform upstream station routing 
11. CEST 	 pertorm central statIon routing 
12. DOST -	 perform downstream boundary station routing 
13. 	 BAKWAT -perform junction routing when backwater 

condition exists. 

B. Development of Simpli fied Kouting Procedure 

The procedures used in tile main channel routing involve certain 
approximations and utilize iterations which have been described earlier. 
After testing several cascs, it was found that most of the time the 
solution converges rapidly for the first three or four iterations but 
converges very slowly latcr on. Taking into consideration the accuracy 
gained by increasing the number of iterations and the increase in com
puter time, a limit of three iterations was chosen. Even with this 
limitation, excessive computer time was required. Therefore, time sav
ing techniques were investigated. 

After several attempts, it was found that the stability of the 
solution was quite sensitive ilt the early stages of calculation and 
around the peak discharge ,,,here the f low changes slowly. In the first 
modification, the original method was used for the calculation at 
every station at the beginning. When the discharge at each station be
came smaller than that of the next upstream station throughout a reach, 
indicating that the flood wave had completely covered the whole reach, 
the routing was performed foe every other station only, i.e., was 
doubled. As ~x increases, 6t increases accordingly and the character
istic line used for integration becomes longer. As a result, the curva
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ture of characteristic line become more significant and the error caused 
by assuming a straight characteristic line. increases and must be consid
ered. 

A second modification method was tried in order to further reduce 
the computation time. In this method, the alternate stations were 
dropped by the above mentioned method or when the inflow discharge of a 
reach becomes 20% of the equilibrium discharge. On the recession, 
when the discharge reduced to 80% of peak discharge, only one iteration 
was used in the computation and linear approximation was used in the 
integration. As mentionECd in the last section of Chapter 3, the latter 
procedure is equivalent to the fini te difference method. 

All of the three methods, i.e., the original method and two modi
fication methods, were tested for a constant rainfall excess of one 
inch per hour and a 30 minute duration with the standard watershed 
model. The peak discharge and the time peak at the beginning and end 
stations of all reaches have been listed in Table 6 for comparison. 
The computer time required for various methods running to 60 minutes of 
watershed time is also presented in Table 6. The results were surpris
ingly close for all methods. The maximum error for the peak discharge 
was found to be less than one per cent and for the time to peak was 
slightly higher than one per cent. The computer time required for the 
second modification method was less than half of that for the original 
method. Accordingly, the second modification method was selected for 
the remainder of the tests. 

C. Study of Time Distribution of Rainfall Excess 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of 
variable supply (rainfall excess) intensity of a specified duration 
compared to a constant intensity of the same duration, with the same 
volume of runoff. In natural rainfall, there is no regular pattern of 
rainfall. The intensity and duration change from one storm to another. 
There may be a very high peak intensity for a short period, a nearly 
constant intensity for a brief period or several peak intensities. In 
this study, a constant rainfall excess of 1 inch per hour for 30 minutes 
was selected as the standard supply pattern which produces a total of 
0.5 inches of runoff from the watershed. Five single peak, triangular 
patterns as shown in Fig. 16 were selected to test effects of rainfall 
input time distribution. All triangular rainfall patterns have the 
same duration as the standard rainfall (30 minutes) and a peak inten
sity of 2 inches per hour in order to produce the same amount of 
runoff. As indicated in Fig. 16, the peak times are at 0, 6, 15, 24 and 
30 minutes. 

The watershed model used for this study is the standard watershed 
model. The rain was assumed to start at the same moment throughout the 
watershed and to cover the whole watershed uniformly. 
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D. Study of Areal Distribution of Rainfall Excess 

In this study the effects of nonuniform areal distribution of rain
i fallon a watershed on the runoff hydrograph were investigated. Likeil 2 the time distribution of rainfall, the areal distribution may occur in 

countless patterns. Thus, one cannot test all the possible patterns of 
areal distribution. Three cases were selected, with the rainfall con
centrated in the upstream, the midstream and the downstream portions of 
the watershed as shown in Fig. 17(b), l7(c) and l7(d), respectively. 
The results were compared with the standard case where rainfall is evenly 
distributed over the watershed, as shown in Fig. l7(a). 

1~1------------~ 

0 1 ! • t The modified standard watershed model was composed of five subo 30 t watersheds of equal size as described earlier. A rainfall excess of 
30 minutes duration with different constant intensities in each sub(a) 
watershed was used. Ihe intensities were chosen to provide the same 
amount of runoff for all tests, also and ending at the same 
moment. Fig. l7(a) shows the uniform dist pattern on the water

(b) 

shed. The supply intensity is 1 inch per hour for all sub-watersheds
i and the area of all five sub-watersheds is the same. If the input of 

1 inch per hour for 30 minutes on one sub-watershed is taken as one 
unit, the total input for the uniform areal supply is 5 units. This 
amount should be kept the same for all cases. 

Fig. 17(b) shows the rainfall concentrated on the upstream part of 
the watershed. The upstream sub-watershed received 3 inches per hour 
of rainfall excess for 30 minutes and the two midstream sub-watersheds 
received one inch per hour each, with none on the downstream subr watershed. Fig. 17(c) shows the midstream concentration of rainfall 

30 t with the input rates one, three and one inch per hour to the up
stream, midstream and downstream portions of the watershed. Similarly,

III Fig. 17(d) shows the input rates in inches per hour used for the down
l'i,1 

I' (c) stream concentration. 
11111 I! 

I 

2 

30 t 15
6 

(d) 

OV ... 

E. Study of Moving Storm Rainfall 
i ~ 

2 This study was designed to find out the effect of a moving storm2 

24 30 t 

pattern. For a moving storm with a given rainfall pattern, the dir
ection and the velocity of the storm movement are two main factors 
influencing the result. In the actual case, a storm moving across a 
watershed would cover the whole basin gradually. In a watershed model, 
however, this can be accomplished only with considerable effort. The 
same is true for varying direction. Thus, two cases of storm movement 
were selected for study, aile with the storm moving from upstream to 
downstream and the other from downstream to upstream. The modified 

L standard watershed model was used in both cases.0 

( f) A rainfall of 30 minutes duration '''ith the step pattern as shown(e) 
in Fig. 18(a) was assumed for the moving storm. It provides a constant 
rainfall excess of 0.75 inches per hour for ten minutes, 1.50 inches 
per hour from 10 to 20 minutes and 0.75 inches per hour for the third

Rainfall excess patterns for time distributionFig. 16. ten minutes. The movement of a storm was simulated by assuming that 
tests. (i rainfall excess rate in in/hr, 

t ~ time in min.) 
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I 

(b) upstream concentration(a) uniform distribution 

(d) downstream(c) midstream 
concentrationconcentration 

Note: 	 the numbers shown in the figure express the rain
fall intensities in inches per hour for the 

particular area. 

Fig. 17. Distribution of rainfall used in areal 
distribution tests. 

1. 50 ~-----

~ 0.75 	II-----~ 
() 
+J 
~ 
H 

10 20 30 
time (min) 

(a) Rainfall pattern 

'rime 	 Loca tion 

0-10 0.75 0 0 
10-20 1.50 0.75 0 
20-30 0.75 1.50 0.75 
30-40 0 0.75 1. 50 
40-50 0 0 0.75 

(b) Upstream movinq storm 

T:imc 
Downstream Midstream Upstream 

0-10 0 0 0.75 
10-20 0 0.75 1. 50 
20-30 0.75 1. 50 0.75 
30-40 1. 50 0.75 0 
40-50 0.75 0 0 

(c) Downstream storm 

Fig. 	18. Rainfall excess patterns used in study of 
moving storms. 
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every ten minutes, each block of the rainfall pattern progresses from 
one portion of the watershed to another. The upstream moving storm, as 
shown in Fig. l8(b), during the first ten minutes covers only the down
stream sub-watersheds wi th a rainfall excess of 0.75 inches per hour. 
During the second ten minutes, this block has moved into midstream sub
watersheds and the second block of rainfall excesS of 1.50 inches per 
hour is covering the downstream sub-watershed. The storm continues to 
move upstream and eventually leaves the watershed fifty minutes after 

the watershed. Similarly, a downstream moving storm can be 
as shown in Fig. 18(c). It was, of course, assumed that dur

ing each ten minute the rainfall in each portion of the water

shed was uniformly distributed. 

F. Study of Watershed Shape 

The model watersheds described in Chapter 4, i.e., the standard 
watershed model, compact watershed model, elongated watershed model and 
the most watershed model were used to study the effect of 
various watershed shapes on the outflow hydrograph. A constant inten
sity rainfall of one inch per hour and 30 minutes duration covering the 
whole basin uniformly was used in each case. The standard watershed 
model served as a basis for comparison, making a total of four water

shed shapes. 

CHAPTER VI 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The outflow hydrograph data calculated from the numerical routing 
procedure for all tests are presented in tabular form in Appendix I~. 

The effects of time distribution, areal distribution, stonn movement 
and shape of watershed on peak discharge, time to peak, lag time and the 
shape of outflow hydro graph are described in this chapter. Further 
discussion is given in the following chapter. 

A. Effects of Time Distribution on Runoff lIydrographs 

Hydrographs for the unsteady distribution as well as a constant 
rainfall pattern at the outlet station of the total watershed model and 
sub-watershed model of main stream are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, 
respectively. The solid line hydrographs A, B, C, D and E are results 
of a triangular rainfall pattern with the peak rainfall excess, 
located at TpR/D = 0, 1/5, 1/2, 4/5 and 1, where D is the duration--of 
input. The dotted line hydrograph is the result of a constant rainfall 
excess with the same duration and the same amount of runoff volume as 
mentioned in previous chapter. In most cases, triangular distributions 
of rainfall excess produce narrower hydro graphs and higher peak dis
charges than the constant r"infall excess. The increasing rate of 
discharge on the rising limb of hydrographs A through E are very close 
and are almost parallel to each other, but the recession is more rapid 
for the delayed peak rainfall patterns. 

Effect on peak dischar~ 

The peak discharge in cubic feet per second for aU of the tests 
at the beginning station and at the end station of every reach are pre
sented in Table 7 and Table 8. Since no lateral inflow or additional 
tributary flow was assumed within the reaches for the model, the peak 
discharge at the end station of a reach is smaller than that at the 
beginning station of the same reach. In other words, the flood wave 
subsides slightl as it moves through a reach, as one would expect. 

The effect of the time distribution of the rainfall excess on the 
peak discharge can be seen by introducing a time distribution coefficient, 

defined as the ratio of the peak discharge of each case, Qp, to the 
corresponding peak discharge for a constant rainfall excess, QpU' 
Values of are given in Table 9 for the end station of the reaches. 
When the rainfall occurs at the beginning of the duration, values 
of CT are slightly less than one at most of the stations. However, 
is greater than one in all other cases. Thus, in general, a peak 
rainfall excess increases peak For a rainfall excess having 
a peak at D/2 or larger, the increase peak discharge is about the 
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Hydrographs for tests of time distribution 
Fig. 19. 

total watershed model. 
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Fig. 20. Hydrographs for tests of time distribution - sub-watershed model. 
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RC:1.ch 

no. 

2 
3 
4 
5 

7 
8 

2 
3 
4 
5 

7 
8 

Table 7. Peak discharge in cfs at beginning of each 
reach for tests of time distribution. 

1 2.2 
168.2 
166.3 
470.8 
507.7 
72 .1 
741.3 

Table~. 

104.5 
.3 

166.5 
461. 9 
[,85.4 
709.0 
730.4 

6.6 145.1114.3109.6 
203.6 211.B177 .B169.9 206.8199.1175.1167.4 566.3554.6493.046B.9 600.4590.6534.5505.0 

815.1812.1755.7706.0 826.8826.7773.3724.1 

Peak discharge in cfs at end of each reach 
for tests of time distribution. 

126.3 131.3104.6 109.5 
199.1 206.81')7.4 17'5.1 

200.8172.2 )97.2 
4B2. 540.1 548.7

165.3 
457.9 

507.1 554.7 55e.7477. 
798.7692.1 740.6 794.5 
B12.760.1 811.4713 .2 
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149.7 
216.0 
209.8 
568.5 
60L8 
813.7 
827.7 

.5 
09.B 

201.0 
549.4 
5 
795. 
811.9 

Table 9. Time distribution coefficient, CT, at 
end of each reach. 

2 1.000 
') 
,.) 1. 000 
4 1.000 
5 1. 000 
6 LOOO 
7 1. 000 
8 1. 000 

1. 001 1.048 1.209 
1.007 1.053 1.197 
0.993 1.034 1.184 
0.991 1. 045 1.169 
0.984 1. 045 1.143 
0.976 1.045 1.121 
0.976 1. 041 1.111 
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1.256 
1.244 
1.206 
1.lB8 
1.151 
1.127 
1.112 

1.278 
1.262 
1. 212 
1.189 
1.150 
1.122 
1.112 

1 



same. 

The results show clearly that a delayed pattern of rainfall excess 
causes a considerable higher discharge than an advanced pattern. With 
an advanced peak, a substantial portion of the flow is required to 
satisfy the channel storage, since a relatively small amount of water is 
in storage in the channel at the time of peak input. On the other hand, 
with a delayed rainfall pattern, the runoff water gradually fills up the 
channel storage before the input supply reaches its peak. Thus, only a 
small amount of flow is needed to satisfy the storage, and a greater 
portion of the water contributes to the peak outflow. 

Regardless of the input pattern, the value of decreases as the 
model watershed size increases. TIlis tendency seems reasonable, since 
in a large watershed, the channel system is more extensive than for a 
small watershed. ~len a runoff supply is introduced into the channel 
system, the process of flow through the channels attenuates the input 
flood wave. If the watershed area is large, the channel flow process 
becomes dominant and the properties of the input pattern are obscured. 
Therefore, the value, as defined becomes smaller and approaches 
unity. 

In Fig. 21, values are plotted against for the outlet 
stations of the total mode] watershed and the sub..-watershed. In 
general, a triangular pattern of rainfall excess will usually produce 
a higher peak discharge than a rectangular pattern of the same runoff 
amount, depending on the timing of the peak input and the size oj' water
shed. 

TIle peak discharge of a particular frequency at a specific region 
is often related to the basin area by 

Qp KAn (105) 

where is the peak discharge in cfs, A the basin area in square miles, 
K is a constant determined by topographic conditions and vegetation 
coverage and n is a constant depending on location and usually found to 
be from 0.50 to 0.85. Fig. 22 shows the relationship between the peak 
discharge and the basin area for TpR/D of zero and one and for a con
stant rainfall excess. The other tests are not shown but fall between 
TpR/D = 1 and TpR/D 0 lines. The exponents calculated from Fig. 22 
are 0.854, 0.804 and 0.867, for of zero and one and constant 
rainfall excess, respec tively. resul ts, therefore, indicate the 
exponent n for the model watershed is at the upper end of its normal 
range and was not significantly affected by rainfall pattern. 

1.5 

!i.odel 

1.0~" 
lr,odl2l 

o 0.4 0.6 0.8 

TpR/D 

o 

Fig. 21. Relationship of time distribution coefficient, 
and the location of peak rainfall. 
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Fig. 22. Area-peak discharge relationship for time 
distribution test. 

1.0 2.0 

The times to peak in minutes for all tests at the beginning station 
and end station of all reaches are presented in Tables 10 and 11. The 
time difference in corresponding reaches of the tables is the travel 
time of the flood peak in the reach. 11,e results corne out nearly con
stant in each reach regardless of the rainfall pattern with the excep
tion of a few points. The median of travel time in each reach was used 
to calculate the velocity of the flood peak in every reach. The results 
as well as the maximum flow velocity at the last station of each reach 
are presented in Table 12. 'TI,e table gives a good indication of the 
backwater effects. Since Reach 3 and Reach 8 are free from the back
water effect, they can be used as a standard for comparison. Even taking 
into conside ration differences in channel dimensions and channel slope, 
the low flood velocity and flow velocity in Reach 4 indicates a strong 
backwater effect existing when the peak of the flood passes through the 
reach. 1n Reaches 2, 5 and 6 the effect of backwater is less. 

The effect of the time distribution on the time to peak can be ob
served from Table 10 and 11. When the peak of the rainfall is delayed, 
the time to peak discharge is also delayed. In the upstream reaches, 
the time to peak for the triangular distribution 0.80 is about 
the same as for the uniform time distribution. reaches, 
U,e time to peak for TpR/D = 0.60 corresponds roughly to that for a 
uniform distribution. 

Lag times, defined as the time difference between the centroid of 
excess rainfall and the time of peak flow, are presented in Table 13 and 
Table 14. In spite of different rainfall patterns, lag times for all of 
the trian~lliar rainfall patterns were found to vary only slightly. The 
average values of lag time in every reach are given in the last column 
of the tables. The results suggest that the lag time is a good time 
parameter, being affected only slightly by the timing of the peak in
tensity of rainfall. However, the average lag time calculated for 
every reach differs from that for a constant rainfall pattern. For 
upstream reaches, it is about 3 minutes or 17 per cent less, but in the 
downstream reaches the difference is about 1.5 minutes or 7 per cent. 

The ratios average time to the constant rainfall 
for the beginning station of reaches were plotted against 
areas (Fig. 23). Lag times at the beginning of each l:each were chosen, 
since are less likely to be influenced by backwater conditions. 
For the watershed and a fixed input duration, this ratio is less 
than one and increases slowly with area. As the watershed area becomes 
larger, the lag time ratio approaches one. This result indicates that 
the effect on the lag time will become negligible when the watershed 
size is large. This applies only to the fixed duration of 1/2 hr. used 
in this experiment. Fig. 23 provides the relationship 

0.9145 .0913 Tbll (106) 
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Table 10. 	Time to peak in min. for tests of time distri 
bution at beginning station of reaches. 

1 

Table 11. Time to peak in min. for tests of time distri 
bution at end station of reaches. 

,-I; 
Loc.. l:ion 

-_.,---- 
() 

24.8 
,J 2 .1 
" 31.7 
,-, ]7. 29.7 

43.0 35.1 
7 41. 34.6 

43.0 36.4 

Table l2. 	 Travel 
maximum 

Lc;ng[h of 
:{, 

i.'! 

1,132 
566 

1,7';,9 

2, 

27.1 5.2 
34.8 37.2 ]9.7 41.6 
32.4 35.3 38.0 3 .9 
38.4 40.8 43.7 ;:~:5" 6 

37.2 39.9 43.0 45.0 
38.7 41.4 44.5 46.5 

time, veloclty of flood peak and 
flow velocity in various reaches. 

l'lcclian of Flood peak flow 

2.9 G.51 3 .. 9 
1.3 7.41 
6.1 4.78 L .. 73 
2.1 6. 5. 

r6.2 7. " . 
1.9 7. ~) .. 
1.9 7. 5. 
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Table 13. Lag time in minutes for time distribution 
test at the beginning station of reaches. 

no. 

2 15.6 11.9 
3 17 .4 13 .8 

18.5 15.1 
5 20.4 17.6 

21.7 19.0 
7 ~24. 1 22.8 

26.2 25.0 

12.0 13 .2 12.1 10.8 12.0 
13.8 15.0 14.2 13 .8 14.1 
15.1 16.1 15.5 15.2 15.4 
18.3 18.3 18.0 17.8 18.0 
19.4 19.7 19.5 19.4 19.4 
23.2 22.9 23.1 23.1 23.0 
24.7 24.5 24.6 24.6 24.7 

2 
3 
" " 

5 
6 

8 

30.6 
32.4 
33.5 
3 . 
36.7 
39.1 
41.2 

21.9 24.0 28.2 30.1 30.8 
23.8 25.8 30.0 32.2 33,,8 
25.1 27.1 31.1 33.5 35.2 
27.6 30.3 33.3 36.0 37.8 
29.0 31.4 3 .7 37.5 39.4 
32. 35.2 37.9 41.4 43.3 
35.0 36.7 39.5 42.6 44.6 

Table 14. Lag time in minues for time distribution test 
at the end station of reaches. 

~ 2 

1.5.1 
1.7 

') .. li

.0 
19.7 

.1 
7 

28.0 
24.6 
26.4 

1<:'.9 15.9 15.2 14.n 1 .1 
15.1 16.1 15.5 15.2 1 .4 
22.e 22.2 21.7 21. :2 .0 
20.4 20.3 20.0 19.9 20.1 
26.4 25.8 25.7 25.6 25.7 
25.2 24.9 25.0 25.0 24.9 
26.7 26.4 26.5 26.5 26.5 
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F.i.g. 	 23. Relationship of the lag time ratio and area of 
watershed. 

the average lag time [or <1 triangular pattern rainfall, 
time for constant intensity rainfall and A the basin area in 

The correlation coefficient for Eq. 106 is 0.994. 

Linsley et al (J6) suggested that the lag time for various water
sheds can be expressed in the furm of 

C ys)n 	 (107)t 

where L is the channel length, the distance [rom the outlet to a 
stream nearest the centroid of basin, S the slope of the 

and n are constant fur region having similar hydrolog
ic characteristics. Values of C and n were calculated for the modelt 
watershed to determine whether or not they are affected by rainfall 
characterisl lCS. The results are presented in Table 15. The constant 
intensity rainfall pattern provided higher and lower n-va1ues 
than the other cases. For the five rainfall patterns, 
has a maximum value at TpR/D = 1/2 and gradually decreases towards 
ends. Ine exponent n has a minimum value at Tpp/D 1/2 and tends to 
increase at both ends. 

76 

Table 15. Result of regression analysis of and n-values 
in lag time equation for various distributions. 

corrolacion 
cCcff. 

') 

.1992 
.. 2 2 ~j .1670 

4,/:J .2 2 .192"/ 
.1 .2193 

;\vc • L 125 .1951 

ruin .2702 .1359 
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B. Effects of Areal Distribution on Runoff Hydrographs 

o 
co The hydro graphs for various areal distributions of rainfall excess 

in Fig. 24 for the total watershed model. 111e distribution of 
excess over the model watershed was described in Chapter 5. 

According to the location of the greatest rainfall excess, the four 
patterns were: downstream concentration, midstream concentration, up
stream concentration and uniform distribution. In all cases, the total o 

r--	 volume of runoff is the same. 

From Fig. 24, it can be observed that the areal distribution of 
rainfall has a significant influence on the shape of hydrograph. With 
a downstream concentration, the hydrograph rl.se begins immediately and 
rises faster than for a uniform areal distribution, as one would expect.o 

\.0 Surprisingly, however, the peak discharge is about the same rather than 

higher. Since no rainfall was received on the upstream sub-watershed, 

water from the midstream sub-watersheds flowed into Reach 4 as back

water. This tends to reduce the peak discharge for a downstream con

centration but is not necessarily the main reason. For an upstream 


0 	 concentration, the rise is delayed and very rapid, with a considerably
tf) 

higher peak The midstream concentration gives intermediate 
c· results, quite to the uniform distribution, but with a slightlyo 
" higher peak discharge.-w 
::l 

fl..a 'rl
2 

~ 

~4 .,-f The relatively high peak 	discharge created by the upstream cono H 
~ W 0 

() 	
centration is of special interest. What are the reasons for this re

•.-1 "' C 'M --r 
sult? A high rainfall intensity on a sub-watershed not only produces 

8'"
;:I'D 

·rl 	 higher peak flows but also reduces the time to peak. A high rainfall
" intensity on the upstream zone, therefore, causes an earlier flood peak,JI 

at its outler. When this peak flood arrives at the midstream junction, 
it is met by the flood wave of the two midstream sub-watersheds, which 

0 travel slower because they are of lower magnitude. The three different 
C'1 peak flows arrive at the midstream junction at almost the same time and 

consequently produce high peak discharge as shown by the result. In 
all cases except the upstream concentration, the discharge increased at 
Reach 7 as shown in Table 16. Despite the fact that the upstream con

r: 
OJ m 	 centration bas considerable attenuation in the lower part of watershed,
i:J }4 
.... oW 	 it still produced the highest peak discharge at the outlet. 
.w r:: 
G"1 QJ 


:::: 0 

~ c: 	 The tlme to peak for the downstream concentration is the shortest 
'D 
o 0 

U 	 of all cases, as expected. The other three cases have an almost ident
ical time to peak. Two reasons can be given for this result. First, 
the three upstream sub-watersheds are closely arranged so that the fl ood 

o 	 peak appearing at the outlet of upstream sub-watershed would soon reach 
ri 	

the midstream zone. Secondly, the higher rainfall intensity on the 
upstream zone produces an earlier flood peak and larger flow velocity 
and thereby reduces the travel time to reach the midstream zone. 

The peak discharge in cubic feet per second [or all tests at the end 
__________________________________________ ____~____________________illl()~ station of every reach are given in Table 16. In the downstream con

centration case, if there is no backwater, Reach 1+ should remain at 
OJ \.0 "". N 0 

constant base flow of 1.2 cubic feet per second. However, Table 6 
x S]~) a5~eq~s1a 
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Table 16. Peak discharge in cfs for tests of areal 
distribution at end station of reaches. 

2 104.5 321. :3 104.5 
166.33 166.3 519.4 
182.5 20.7

4 166.5 504.2 
619.0 311. 3

) 460.7 824.4 
587.4 318.7

6 440.2 783.8 
700.3 66] .7

7 653.4 774.7 
650.2

8 643.1 761. 7 689.1 

gives 20. cubic feet per second peak discharge at the end station of 
Reach 1+. This flow apparently is the result of drainage of storage due 
to backwater. From Table 16, it is observed, in general, that non
uniform areal distribution of a given volume of rainfall excess tends to 

increase peak discharge. 

to the outlet ofThe distance from the centroid of rainfall, 
the watershed model was calculated for each case 

(] 08)
Lialc ! 

where i is 	the rainfall excess, a the basin area covered by rainfall 
excess i, and the distance from outlet of watershed to the centroid 
c)t a. The ts are presented in Tabl e 17. The rat i 0 of peak dis
charge Q and LR for each case to the corresponding uniform distribu

n and 	 L ' were calculated and plotted as shown in Fig. 25.tion La.:;:,.,;;:;, RUof Qp/Q expresses the effect of areal distributionSince the pu
compared to the uniform case, it will be called the "area distribution 
coefficient," Cu' However, the value of LR can be the same [or diff 
erent areal distribution due to variations in rainfall between sub
watersheds. Nevertheless, Fig. 25 should provide a general indication 
of how the location of a stonn center affects peak discharge. The fact 
that the result shown in Fig. 25 fails to pass through the point (1,1) 
implies that LR is not the only factor influencing the amount of peak 
discharge. Attempts were made to correlate C with other factors 
hoping that it may improve the relationship, gut no signif icant improve

ments were 	 found. 
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Table 17. 	 Location of the centroid 
ot rainfall. 

Rainfall 

concentration 


upstream 	 1. 5125 

midstream 	 .2056 

downstream 	 0.8904 

uni Corm 	 1 .0726 

Values time to peak discharge at the end station of each reach 
are given in Table 18. The downstream concentration had a shorter time 
to peak at the outlet point as one would expect, but the other three 
cases had about the same time to peak. ntis is caused by the rather 
short distance between the outlet point of the upstream sub-watershed 
and midstream juncllon point combined with non-lineartty affect, .e., 
the fac t that high f lows have smaller travel times. In Fig. 26, time 
to peak is related to distance to the centroLd of the rainfall excess. 
Here again, the results suggest th<lt the centroid of rilinfall excess 
is not the only signific<lnt factor. 

C. Effects of Storm Movement on Runoff Ilydrograph 

Two storms of equal velocity moving in opposite directions as des
cribed in the previous chilpter were selected to compare with a station
ary storm of the same rainfall pattern. Fig. 27 presents the outflow 
hydrographs for these events at the outlet of the model watershed. In 
general, tile downstream moving storm has a tendency to accumulate the 
flow and discharge it in a short period, since the storm and the channel 
flow are moving in the same direction. For the upstream moving storm, 
since the direction of storm movement and that of channel flow are 
opposite, it tends to spread the flow over a longer period reducing the 
peak flow. The magnitude of this effect depends not only on the dir 
ection of storm movement, but also on its velocity with respect to the 
flood wave. 

For the downstream moving storm, there is a substantial delay in 
the beginning of outflow, followed by a very rapid increase in discharge 
on the rising part of The upstream moving storm, on the other 
hand, has a slow increase the rising limb of the hydrograph and 
a low peak discharge. The rainfall intensity for the upstream moving 
storm and stationary storm are the same for the first ten minutes. 
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Fig. 25. 

Table 18. 

Reacn 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Relationship of areal distribution coefficient, 
and rainfall centroid ratio, 

Time to peak in min. for tests in areal distri
bution at end station of reaches. 

dCV/;l;-.; 

33 .. 2 31.7 33.2 
33.4 32.0 33.4 
39.4 34.5 39.5 43.2 
37.2 35.4 35.6 37.0 
44.0 40.2 41.6 43.5 
42.2 42.0 41.7 38.1 
44.4 44.0 43.8 40.3 

Fig. 26. Relationship of time to peak ratio, Tp/Tpu 
and rainfall centroid ratio, LR/LRU • 
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However, the first covers only the downstream area of the watershed and 
the latter covers the whole watershed. Nevertheless, the beginning parts 
of the hvdrol!raphs for the two different storms are identical, indicating 

downstream portion of the watershed is contributing. The 
values of time to peak in minutes and peak discharge in cubic feet per 
second for the outlet station are given in Table 19. 

The ratio of peak discharge caused by a moving storm and 
stationary storm is named the storm movement coefficient, 
downstream movement as positive and upstream movement as 
average velocity of storm movement, W , can be calculated from the 
length of watershed and the time required for the storm to 
the basin. For these particular tests, the storm velocity 
miles per hour for the downstream moving storm and -3.95 miles per hour 
for the upstream moving storm. Figure 28 shows the relationship of the 
storm movement coefficient to the storm velocity. A further discussion 
of Fig. 28 will be given in Chapter 7. 

D. Effects of Watershed Shape on Runoff Hydrographs 

Four different watershed shapas of form factor 0.479, 0.386, 0.307 
and 0.243 were used in this study and were designated as the compact, 
standard, elongated and most elongated watersheds, respectively. The 
outflow hydrographs for the model watershed are shown in Fig. 29. Both 
the rising and the falling limbs of the hydrograph are steeper for the 
compact watershed (high form factor), as expected. Likewise, the peak 
discharge increases as the value of the form factor increases. The 
time to peak for the compact watershed is slightly shorter than that for 
other cases. Contrary to expectations, the standard watershed had a 
greater time to peak than the elongated watershed, probably caused by 
the different arrangement of tributaries of the two watersheds. In 
general, however, time to peak becomes longer as the shape of watershed 
becomes elongated. 

The peak discharge and time to peak at the outlet station of each 
test are given 1n Table 20. The ratio of the peak discharge for each 
shape to that of the standard watershed is called the basin shape 
coefficient, Cs ' TI11s coefficient was plotted against the form factor 

Table 19. Peak discharge in cfs and time to 
peak in min. at the outlet station of 
model watershed for storm movement tests. 

Direction of Peak discharge 

stationary 

downstream 

upstream 

674.1 43.5 

752.6 55.4 

453.6 57.6 
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Using the data for four different shapes of the watershed, the Ul 

coefficient and exponent in Eq. 107 for lag time were calculated by re ..c 
p. 
<1J

regression analysis and were found to be 0.073 and 0.206. H 

Also using the data for various reaches as independent watersheds, the 0 
DO 

values of the coefficient and exponent in Eq. 107 were detern'ined for each -0 
H 

»watershed and are presented in Table 21. The Ct-values are almost the ;r:: 

same for all cases. However, the n_values change with watershed shape in 
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Peak discharge in cfs and time to peakTable 20. 
in min. at the outlet station of model 
watershed for watershed shape tests. 

peak discharge time to peak
Watershed 

(min)(cfs)shaEe 
41.6784.9compact 

43.0730.4standard 

42.7685.9elongated 

45.5528.1most elongated 

.: . : I I2 0 f . I . . ._"~I_nj . 
·--r·_·rI : I .-I-! 

~ 1- '-.;-- ··-'-1'· I 
Ul ..-i ___ --.;-11-1" . 
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AIL 

Fig. 30. 	 Relationship of basin shape coefficient and 
form fac.tor. 

Table 21. and n-values in Eq. 107 for differentCt 
basin shapes. 

wutershed correl. 
shupe Ct n coeff. 

compact .268 .128 .949 

standard .270 .136 .987 

elongated .269 .127 .978 

most 
elongated .259 .151 .976 
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CHAPTER Vll 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Four different types of experiments were perronneu in this study. 
Each deals with a different purpose. However, there is one common prac
tical purpose among all of the experiments, that is how each factor var
ied in the study affects the peak discharge. Regardless of what Inethod 
is chosen to calculate the peak flow for a given frequency of storm, one 
generally assumes that the storm has a constant intensity during the 
period of rainfall and uniformly covers the whole watershed. The ques
tion then arises whether this pattern of storm produces maximum peak 
discharge in the watershed. In order to answer this question, various 
distributions of rainfall excess were designated and used as input. 
Each result was compared to the standard case, which was based on the 

commonly used assumptions of a constant intensity and a uniform areal 


distribution. 

A modification coefficient defined as the ratio of peak discharge 

for any case, Q , to the peak discharge of the standard case, Q u' was 

determined tor gach case. If the peak discharge has been calcu~ated in 

the conventional way, the value can be adjusted for various distribution 

patterns that might occur in the watershed. This would be done by 

mul tiplying the calculated peak discharge by the modification coeffic.1ent, 

that is 
(110) 

where C is one of the several modification coefficients. If desired, 

the highest value of the modification coefficient can be used to com

pute the maximum peak discharge that could be caused by a different 

rainfall pattern. The variouS types of modification coefficients are 

the time distribution coefficient, the areal distribution coefficient, 

the storm movement coeffieient and the basin shape coefficient, in 

accordance with the various factors involve.d. 

The value of the Jnodification eoefficient ehanges with the factors 
defining the type of rainfall distribution, storm movement and watershed 
shape. The time to peak rainfall, the centroid of rainfall distribution, 
the velocity and direction of storm movement and the form faetor were 
used as independent variables to predict the modification coefficient in 
each case. The validlty of choosing these factors as independent var
iables and the difficulties in the analysis will be discussed here. 

A. Time Distribution of Rainfall Excess 

In the time distribution tests, the magnitude and time of peak 
intensity, the duration and the rainfall distribution in time define the 
pattern of rainfall. Even for a given duration and amount of rainfall 
as used in the study, innumerable time distribution patterns can be con
structed. Each pattern will produce a different outflow hydrograph. It 
is of course, impossible to test all of the patterns. Therefore, a sing
le peaked (triangular) pattern of rainfall excess was used. By varying 
the timing of the peak input, a substantial variation in the input was 
obtained. According to the U. S. Wea ther Bureau (16), the average rain
fall amount of 30-minutes duration in Hinnesota for two, ten and hundred 
year recurrence intervals are 1.0, 1.4 and 2.2 inches, respectively. 
Considering infiltration and other losses, the 0.5 inches rainfall 
excess was chosen for this study to represent a typical runoff amount for 
a watershed of this size. 

The one inch per hour intensity with 3D-minute duration provided a 
peak discharge of 730.4 cubic feet per second at the outlet of the third 
stream order model watershed. The routing coefficient, from Eq. 3, is 
0.776 and the time to virtual equilibrium for a one inch per hour in
tensity rainfall is 63.2 minutes. Machmeier (38) found a relationship 
between the routing coefficient, Cp ' and the ratio of the duration, D, 
to the time to virtual equilibrium, From his result, with of 
0.776, D/Tve was found to be 0.55. Tve of 63.2 minutes, dur
ation should be 34.6 minutes, which is close to the duration used in 
this study. The same calculation was made for a fourth order watershed 
using the same routing coefficient. The duration turned out to be 45.6 
minutes. This indicates that with a change in the size of the water
shed, the duration should be adjusted accordingly to provide the char
acteristic duration which was defined by Larson (30) as the duration 
that most cOllullonly produces the peak flood for a given recurrence inter
val. 

In a short duration rainfall, the pattern of rain is more likely to 
have only one peak. Infiltration, interception and depression storage 
losses are usually high at the early stage of rainfall and gradually 
decrease with time. Considering the combination of these processes, the 
triangular pattern assumed for rainfall excess seems to represent the 
real pattern reasonably well for the 3D-minute duration used in this 
study. However, for a longer duration, the pattern will become more 
complicated and may involve multiple peaks. Then, the rainfall excess 
pattern will no longer be represented by a simple triangular shape. 

The form of a triangular rainfall pattern can be defined by simply 
pointing out the location of peak intensity. This can be expressed by 

which varies from zero for the most advanced case to one for the 
delayed case. However, for a rainfall pattern with a relatively 

long period of constant peak intensity, such as a trapezoid, the loca
tion of the peak intensity cannot be defined by this method. Another 
possibility of expressing the rainfall excess pattern is the centroid 
of rainfall. This eliminates the difficulty of determining the location 
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of the peak but many different patterns can have the same centroid. 
Although subject to the discrepancies mentioned above, the location of 
the peak can simply and straightforwardly indicate the form of a triang
ular pattern and therefore was used as a parameter. 

There are some questions still waiting to be solved for the tri
angular pattern. For example, if the duration and peak intensity were 
changed, how would it effect the peak discharge? Or, how does a 
multiple-peaked intensity affect the peak discharge? Using a c.onstant 
time distribution pattern, Mac.hmeier's study (38) indicated that the 
response of peak disc.harge to the variation of duration and rainfall 
intensity is non-linear. Table 22 gives the peak discharge and time to 
peak for various rainfall intensities with 0.5 hour duration of 
Machmeier's study for a 21. 35 square mile model watershed and a 2.75 
square mile model watershed. The rate of peak discharge always inc.reases 
faster than the rainfall intensity and the time to peak similar non
linear response was also observed due to the variation of duration. 
Ac.cordingly, for a triangular rainfall pattern, one would also expect a 
non-linear response to a change in peak intensity and duration of rain

fall. 

shown in Fig. 21 indicate that the time distribution
The results 

has a different relationship to the loeation of peak
coefficient, 

two watershed sizes.intensity for 

However, the rainfall duration used in both the total watershed and 
the sub-watershed was 30 minutes. As indicated earlier, the eharacter
istic duration varies with the size of watershed. If the duration used 

Peak discharge and time to peak ofTable 22. 
various rainfall intensities with 
0.5 hour duration (Machmeier (38». 

Rainfall dis- dis- to 

0.50 
1. 00 
1.50 
2.00 

1631 
4027 
6792 
9853 

2.3 
1.8 
1.5 
1.3 
1.2 

147 
406 

1037 
1755 
2525 

1.7 
1.4 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 

for the sub-watershed were scaled down to the proper value, the effect 
might be similar to that of the total watershed. It also shows that the 
CT-values become almost constant when the peak occurs in the last half 
of the duration for the larger watershed. Owing to cost limitations, 
the watershed model could not be enlarged to obtain data for larger 
watersheds. The values obtained for each reach shown in Table 9 suggest 
that values of CT for a larger watershed would be only slightly less 
than those for the full watershed model. Further more, CT might have a 
maximum value around TpR/D 4/5, as shown in Table 9, if the basin 
area were made larger. 

B. Areal Distribution of Rainfall Excess 

The distance to the centroid of rainfall as defined by Eq. 108 was 
selected as an input parameter and related to the areal distribution 
coefficient. It indicates the distance from the location of heaviest 
rainfall concentration to the outlet point of the basin. If the rain 
eovers the whole watershed uniformly, the c.entroid of rainfall is equal 
to the centroid of the watershed. 

The analysis of the areal distribution has shown the effects of the 
rainfall position in the watershed. In the analysis, however, no con
sideration has been given to the relative compactness of the storm. The 
distribution of rainfall, shown in Fig. 17, indicates five units of rain
fall were distributed on three sub-watersheds for the upstream concen
tration, on four sub-watersheds for midstream concentration and down
stream concentration and on all five sub-watersheds for uniform distri
bution. The higher peak discharge produced by the upstream concentration 
could be caused partly by the more compact rainfall pattern on the up
stream area. Assuming that the rainfall intensity has a major effect on 
the outflow, another method of analyzing the effect of areal distribution 
will be given. 

The distance from the centroid of upstream, midstream and down
stream sub-watersheds to the outlet point are 1.688 miles, 1.276 miles 
and 0.641 miles respectively. Consider a weighted moment, M, with re
spect to the outlet point, by selecting the weight equal to the rainfall 
intensity in each sub-watershed to emphasize the strong effect of rain
fall intensity. 

aL:n 
(AI 

2 
lc)i (Hl) 

i=l 

where A is the sub-watershed area, I the rainfall intensity and 
distance from outlet point to the centroid of sub-watershed. 
M and peak discharge Q are given in Table 23. Both Q and M have thep p 
same tendency with the variation of areal distribution of rainfall. 
Using the uniform distribution case as standard, the areal distribution 
coefficient and the ratio of weighted moment of rainfall are given in 
the last two columns of Table 23. These ratios plot as a straight line 
on log-log axes and pass through the point (1,1), as shown in Fig. 31. 
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Weighted moment of rainfall and peakTable 23. discharge for areal distribution tests. 

Rainfall 
Concentration M M/Mu 

upstream 

midstream 

downstream 

uniform 

761. 7 

689.1 

650.2 

643.1 

17.74 

8.71 

5.76 

5.52 

1.183 

1.071 

1.011 

1.000 

3.125 

1.580 

1. 041 

LOOO 

results indicate that the distribution of rainfall has a significant
The 

not major effect on the peak discharge.but 

The combining of various tributary flow hydrograpns is a complex 
process Wllich also affects peak discharge at the outlet point of the 
watershed. This process is affected by the arrangement, area and length 
of the tributary watersheds, and also the distances between junction 
points, channel characteristics, etc. However, these factors were all 
held constant for the tests. Also, the volume of rainfall excess was 
not varied in the tests. Therefore, the results presented in Figs. 25, 
26, and 31 cannot be taken as general conclusions. 

2.0 

l.0 

4.02.00.7 	 l.0 
M/Mu 

Relationship of areal distribution coefficient
Fig. 31. and ratio of weighed moment of rainfall. 
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c. Storm Movement 

The movement of a storm with a fixed areal distribution was sim
ulated to determine effect of axial storm movement on the runoff hydro
graph. To simplify programming, the effect of storm movement was ob
tained by shifting the storm pattern every 10 minutes until it had pass
ed through the watershed. The storm velocity, in this casetis therefore 
a conceptual velocity and not an actual one. 

Assuming that a storm with a given areal distribution and constant 
intensity moves through a watershed, a particular station in the water
shed receives or observes a time distribution of rainfall which is pro
duced by the areal distribution of the storm and its movement. The 
position of the station with respect to the path of the storm center and 
the velocity of storm define the rainfall duration and time distribution 
at the station. For the same storm pattern, a slow moving storm pro
vides a long duration of rain and a large amount of rainfall, whereas a 
fast moving storm of the same intensity supplies a small amount of rain 
in a short period. In other words, the velocity of storm movement 
modifies the time distribution of rainfall at various locations in the 
watershed. Thus, storm movement affects both the areal and time distri 
bution of rainfall. 

The storm pattern used in this study was chosen so that each sub
watershed would receive a uniform rate of excess rainfall, which was 
changed every ten minutes. Thus, if three observers were stationed in 
different zones axially, each one would record the same time distribution 
of rainfall with a ten minute delay between each. Therefore, for com
parison, a stationary storm was chosen to provide an identical time dis
tribution which covered the whole watershed. 

For the dm,rnstream moving storm, if the velocity of the storm 
happens to be about the same as the movement of the flood wave, the flood 
wave will tend to concentrate or "pile up" and the peak discharge will 
be increased considerably. Since a faster or slower storm velocity will 
produce a smaller discharge, a maximum peak discharge can be expected 
when the storm velocity becomes close to the flood wave velocity. This 
condition was approximated with the model watershed when subjected to 
the downstream moving storm. The storm velocity, in this case, was 
3.95 miles per hour and the flood wave velocity ranges from 4.7 miles 
per hour to 6.6 miles per hOllr in different reaches with an average of 
5.5 miles per hour. 111erefore. the right hand portion of the curve in 
Fig. 28 represents the condition when storm velocity is positive and 
smaller than the flood wave velocity. If the curve were extended, one 
could expect a maximum peak discharge for a storm of about 5.5 miles per 
hour. 

For the upstream moving storm, the storm and the flood wave move 
in opposite directions. The flood wave, therefore, tends to "spread out" 
and the peak discharge is decreased. When the storm velocity increases, 
the peak discharge decreases, and the effect is quite significant. 
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D. Other Effects 

From the results of the tests, the importance of the backwater 
effect can be observed. A good example of backwater effect on the flow 
is presented in Table 24. The phenomenon was observed in Reach 4 of the 
downstream concentration test in the areal distribution study. In this 
test, since there was no rainfall excess in the upstream region, Reach 
4 should remain at base flow unless backwater occurs. Sta. 84 is the 
upstream station of the midstream junction. The flow stays at base 
flow for 12 minutes. Backwater starts after 12 minutes increasing the 
depth and causing a negative (upstream) flow. At 27 minutes, Sta. 84 
reaches the maximum backwater flow as the peak tributary flow reaches 
the junction. After the peak discharge moves downstream, the backwater 
flow rate decreases. The water surface, however, continues to rise 
until 36 minutes, the stored water starts to flow out and at 43 minutes 
the discharge is at a maximum. By 70 minutes, the flow in Reach 4 has 
returned to base flow conditions except at the last station. In this 
particular case, approximately sixty thousand cubic feet of water were 
stored in Reach 4 and more that half of the reach was affected by back
water. Atlhough the backwater example given above is an extreme case, 

Table 24. 	 Example of backwater effects for downstream 
concentration test in Reach 4. 

Flow 
(ft) 

12 Y .270 .270 .270 .270 .270 
Q 1. 23 1.23 1. 23 1. 23 1.23 

27 Y .270 .270 .273 2.077 4.050 
Q 1. 23 1. 23 1.23 -10.09 -28.31 

36 Y .270 .270 1.367 3.214 5.057 
Q 1. 23 1. 23 .50 .95 -1.73 

43 Y .270 .270 .767 2.546 4.383 
Q 1.23 1.23 2.45 9.52 20.72 

70 Y .270 .270 .270 .271 1.160 
Q 1. 23 1. 23 1. 23 1. 23 2.15 
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the same phenomena can occur at any junction in varying degree. However, 
the existence of backwater at junctions undoubtedly affects the outflow 
hydrograph. The magnitude of its effect depends on the timing of 
tributary and main channel hydrographs, which in turn depends on chann
el patterns and the areal distribution of the excess rainfalL Consid
ering the variety of these conditions, it is difficult to generalize on 
the effects of backwater on transient flow. Although this study illus
trates the effects of backwater, a full analysis of the backwater effect 
on flood waves is beyond the scope' of this study. 

In the time distribution and area distribution studies, the coeff
icient and exponent of Eq. 107 used to estimate the lag time were cal
culated. Linsley (36) analyzed various watersheds of 2.3 square miles 
to 645 square miles and found that the exponent is 0.38 and that the 
coefficient ranges from 0.35 to 1.2. The result:, obtained in this 
study, however, gave lower values. The differences are possibly caused 
by the fact that the natural watersheds were considerably larger than 
the model watershed. Under these conditions, the areal and time distri 
bution of rainfall are not likely to be as uniformly distributed as in 
the model watershed. 

E. Evaluation of Model 

In this study, a mathematical model was used to investigate the 

effect of different factors. Some questions might arise on how well 

the model represents the processes in the actual situation and to what 

extent the results are reliable. The best way to answer the questions 

is by testing the model with some rainfall events where input and out

put data are known. However, the watershed model used in this study is 

an idealized one and no such verification can be made. Nevertheless, 

the authors feel that the model does represent the actual runoff pro

cess and the results and, though not necessarily in an absolute sense, 

do indicate the general nature of the effects. 


The above statement is based on the following conditions: (1) The 
channel and watershed geometry which include overland flow length, land 
and channel slope, channel cross section, etc., were chosen to be as 
representative as possible of watersheds in southeastern Minnesota. (2) 
Variations in these parameters with area were patterned after general
ized relationships developed by Leopold and Maddock (32) and others. 
The model watershed, therefore, though not representing any particular 
watershed, does resemble in general the natural watersheds of this 
region. (3) The routing was performed by solving the differential equa
tions of unsteady flow which have given satisfactory results to a num
ber of investigators and have gradually been accepted as a reliable 
procedure; and (4) The backwater effect was considered at the channel 
junctions. Although the backwater effect WaS not allowed to enter 
tributaries from the main channel to simplify the procedure, the sub-
watersheds generated backwater effects Thus, backwater 
effects were included in a majority of the 
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The model is also subject to several possible discrepancies. One 
is the possibility of overbank flow at a high flood stage. The model 
assumed that all flows were contained in the channel. But in a natural 
watershed, there is a limitation on the channel capacity and overbank 
flow would occur if the capacity were exceeded. The entirely different 
flow behavior of overbank flow could give quite different results for 
this condition. Thus, the conclusions drawn from this study do not 
apply to the overbank flow case. 

Another possible source of error is neglecting of interflow which 
in some regions is a major source of stream flow. Interflow has a 
greater time delay than overland flow. For larger watersheds, this is 
of minor importance. Nevertheless, in a region where interflow is a 
substantial part of inflow to the principal channel, the results may be 

different. 

Assumption of a constant roughness coefficient throughout the 
stream system is another possible source of discrepancy. The roughness 
coefficient does vary with different stages of flow and channel loca
tions. Low discharges and upstream channel stations usually have high
er values of the roughness coefficient while high discharges and down
stream channels have lower values. The peak discharge of the outflow 
hydrograph, therefore, might be increased somewhat by this effect. 

The peak discharge estimated from a constant intensity, uniform 
areal distributed storm is often lower than the actual flood. The re
sults obtained in this study can be used to improve such estimation. 
Using parameters suggested in this study, adjustment of peak discharge 
can be done according to the areal and time distribution of rainfall, 
storm movement and watershed shape to find out the most critical peak 
discharge. However, in applying the results, it is necessary to point 
out that each factor is considered as independent. Owing to the non
linear response of watershed characteristics, a simultaneous applica
tion of two or more factors may cause some error. Investigation of the 
interaction of the various effects is needed. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Summary 

In this study, 
miles was developed 
the channel system. 

a 
to 

mathematical watershed model of 1.456 square 
route runoff through overland flow and through 

Excess rainfall was used as input data and the 
flow was routed by the successive numerical solution of the kinematic 
wave equations to produce outflow hydro graphs for elementary (first 
order) watersheds. These hydrographs were used as input to the channel 
system where the flow was routed by the successive numerical solution 
of the dynamic wave equations to yield the outflow hydrograph for the 
model watershed. Backwater effects were considered at most of the 
junctions of the model watershed. 

TI1e model was used to study the effects of time distribution and 
areal distribution of rainfall, storm movement and watershed shape on 
the runoff hydrograph. In each study, attempts were made to find a 
relationship between an appropriate input parameter and a modification 
(peak [low) coefficient, to be used in adj usting the peak discharge 
estimated by conventional methods, which normally assume a stationary, 
constant intensity storm uniformly distributed over the watershed. 

five different triangular shape patterns of excess rainfall were 
selected to study the effects of time distribution. All of the patt
erns had the same duration and peak intensity. A constant intensity 
of the same duration and amount of excess rainfall was chosen as the 
standard case. For the study of areal distribution, a constant inten
sity uniformly distributed rainfall was selected as the standard. Three 
different areal distribution patterns were used, each providing the 
same total amount of rainfall over the watershed. The patterns provided 
excess rainfall concentrations in the upstream zone, the midstream zone 
and the downstream zone. To test the effect of storm movement, a storm 
of a given pattern was moved first upstream and then downstream through 
the model watershed. A stationary storm having the same pattern and 
amount of rain was used as a basis for comparison. Finally, four diff
erent shapes of watershed were developed to test the effect of watershed 
shape on the runoff hydrograph. 

B. Conclusions 

The results of this study indicate that, in general, the selected 
factors have significant effects on peak discharge. For the model 
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watershed, the principal conclusions of the study are given below, for 

each series of experiments. 

1. In , a peaked time distribution of rainfall 
excess increases peak a significant but not large amount. 

2. For a single peaked time distribution of rainfall 
excess, maximum discharge occurs when the peak of rainfall excess 
occurs during the second half of the iilput duration. A delayed input 
pattern produces a higher peak discharge than an advanced pattern. 

3. A delay of the peak rainfall intensity causes a corresponding 
delay in the peak flow and increases the time to peak. 

4. Lag times for various time distribution patterns of the same 
amount were fairly constant but were less than for a constant rainfall 

excess. 

1. For a given amount of rainfall excess, a concentrated pattern 
in the upper part of the watershed caused an increase in peak discharge 

as compared to a uniform areal distribution. 

2. A downstream concentration pattern produced about the same 
amount of peak discharge as a uniform areal distribution. 

discharge caused by a midstream concentra
3. The amount of peak that caused by a uniform concentration

tion pattern is higher than upstream concentration pattern.
pattern but is lower than an 

4. Time to peak for the downstream concentration pattern is 
shorter as compared to a uniform distribution but upstream concentration 
and midstream concentration are about the same as for a uniform distri

but ion. 

5. The distance from the centroid of the rainfall excess areal 
distribution to the out let of watershed is a useful -parameter for 
predicting the effect of non-uniform distribution but does not account 

[or all the factors involved. 

1. As compared to a stationary storm, a storm moving in a down
stream direction causes a substantial increase in peak flow. 

2. As compared to a stationary storm, an upstream moving storm 

causes a substantial decrease in peak flow. 
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Shape of watershed 

1. The shape of the hydrograph is affected by the shape of water
shed. A compact watershed produces a rapid rising hydrograph and an 
elongated watershed produced a slowly rising hydrograph. 

2. A relatively compact watershed causes an increase in peak 
discharge and a decrease in the time to peak. 

3. An elongated watershed caused a decrease in peak discharge and 
an increase in the time to peak. 

C. Needs for Further Study 

Through the course of this study, although some conclusive re
sults have been obtained, certain inadequacies can be pointed out as 
indicated in the previous chapter. Each of these suggests a need for 
further study. Thus, in order to draw general quantitative conclusions 
more experiments are required to inves the combined effects of 
the many factors involved. For each of tests, a greater number 
of experiments would have been desirable to give a better definition 
of eaeh of the relationships obtained. In addition it would have been 
desirable to repeat all the experiments with several other intensities 
and amounts of rainfall excess, rather than a single rate and amount in 
each case. This would provide information on the non-linearity of the 
runoff, as weli as the interaction of supply rate with the factors 
studied. Additional tests are needed with various forms of rainfall 
patterns used, including multiple peak patterns. 

Further study on the effect of areai distribution is needed. in 
addition to the position of the storm over the watershed, its areal 
distribution (degree of concentration) could be varied. 

The backwater effect was not represented in all channels of the 
waterShed, since this would have increased the computing cost several 
times. Backwater effects were quite evident, yet a quantitative 
determination of the effect of backwater on peak flows was not obtained. 

Storm velocity as well as the direction is an important character
istic of storm movement. More tests with various storm velocities and 
storm patterns would help in understanding the effects of storm 
movement. A special watershed model capable of using a continuously 
moving storm is needec! to study the effect of storm movement more 
thoroughly. 

Another limitation of the study is the siz2 of the model watershed. 
The model should be expanded to permit experiments for fourth and 
higher order watersheds of the same shape and form factor. Other vari
ations in watershed shape such as tributary patterns might be studied, 
although the range of watershed shapes used was quite extensive. 
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lI.ppendix A Hydrograph Data From Watershed I-lodel 

'rable 25. Discharge in cfs for tests of time distribution 

Time 
min 	 Ui1i'1"Orm 

T 


, 


0 

1 

2 

3 

4 


7 

B 

9 

10 


11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 


21 

22 

23 

24 

2 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 


7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.2 
7.2 
7.5 

8.2 
9. 

11.6 
14.8 


.8 

19.6 
24.7 
28.8 
37.5 
44.6 

58.1 
75.4 
95.2 

116.4 
138.9 
171.4 
195.5 
225.5 
268.7 
312.2 

7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.2 
7.5 
9.1 

11.6 

17 .4 

21.2 
26.0 
34.5 
44.6 
56.4 
81.0 

101.7 
13 5.8 
158.9 

195.8 
224.2 
271. 5 

304.6 
352.1 
409. 
448.4 
507.0 
543.5 
594.6 

7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.2 
7.2 

7.6 
9.6 

14.3 
18.6 
24.9 
31.8 
40.3 
52.6 
67.2 
96.9 

120.6 
158.5 
183.7 
225.6 
269.7 
304.1 
358.9 
411.6 
452.4 
517.4 
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7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.1 7.1 

7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.2 7.1 7.1 
7.3 7.2 7.1 
7.6 7.2 7.2 
9.0 7.3 7.2 

11.1 7.7 7.3 
15.6 8.7 7 • "J 

19.6 10.5 8.2 
25.9 12.4 9.5 
32.6 16.0 11.4 

43.1 18.5 1"1.4 
56.4 23.3 16.4 
83.3 30.7 19.6 

106.7 40.4 24.1 
146.3 53.5 32.3 
173.4 72.3 38.9 
210.9 93.4 51.2 
258.7 130.0 68.6 
312.2 156.5 98.3 
365.9 194.2 121.2 



Table 25 (Continued) 

Time Location of peak rainfall 

(minL-~l£££~____~______~~___ 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 
5 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

348.7 
406.5 
444.7 
501.4 
537.7 
584.0 
630.0 
660.1 
680.8 
706.7 

719.8 
727.6 
730.4 
727.5 
722.4 
713.3 
702.1 
688.7 
670.2 
651.1 

630.4 
608.5 
585.7 
562.4 
538.6 
517 .0 
493.2 
471. 7 
448.4 
427.6 

407.3 
387.5 
368.3 
345.6 
333.4 

623.2 
652.0 
682.0 
697.5 
707.1 
712.8 
711.2 
707.1 
700.1 
687.4 

677 .3 
662.5 
645.2 
624.5 
604.4 
583.0 
563.1 
540.8 
518.3 
497.7 

475.3 
455.1 
435.3 
413 .8 
394.8 
376.3 
360.0 
342.5 
325.5 
310.8 

294.9 
281. 2 
267.9 
255.2 
242.9 

557.3 
614.0 
643.3 
690.2 
712.7 
740.0 
752.8 
759.1 
759.3 
754.3 

746.9 
735.1 
725.5 
703.6 
683.9 
662.3 
639.5 
615.6 
591.0 
556.9 

540.7 
515.5 
492.8 
468.1 
446.2 
424.7 
403.7 
383.4 
363.7 
344.7 

326.4 
310.5 
295.3 
279.0 
265.1 

423.1 
467.9 
530.6 
599.2 
655.9 
692.5 
740.8 
764.5 
793.1 
805.7 

811.1 
808.8 
802.1 
790.9 
776.9 
758.4 
737.9 
712.1 
686.6 
659.9 

632.4 
604.4 
576.3 
548.2 
520.5 
495.7 
468.9 
445.3 
422.4 
400.1 

378.7 
358.0 
338.2 
319.3 
302.9 

(Tp/D) 

239.5 
294.6 
349.6 
407.5 
469.3 
532.2 
577 .5 
635.8 
694.5 
726.7 

768.0 
790.4 
802.1 
810.2 
810.1 
803.9 
797.9 
778.7 
760.0 
739.4 

715.5 
687.5 
660.3 
632.5 
604.1 
575.7 
547.3 
519.2 
494.2 
467.2 

443.3 
420.1 
397.7 
376.0 
355.2 

1 

160.2 
202.2 
233.4 
280.8 
335.1 
394.6 
457.2 
519.3 
586.7 
643.3 

680.7 
731.6 
757.6 
789.4 
804.1 
811.1 
810.1 
803.8 
793.2 
779.6 

761.3 
741.2 
715.4 
689.9 
663.1 
635.5 

07.4 
579.1 
550.9 
522.9 

495.4 
471. 0 
447.2 
421.7 
399.4 

T 

! 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 

316.0 
300.9 
284.8 
270.8 
257.4 

244.6 
232.2 
220.5 
210.4 
199.6 
189.3 
180.5 
172 .1 
164.1 
155.5 

Table 25 (Continued) 

231.1 
219.8 
208.9 
199.7 
189.7 

181.2 
173.0 
164.3 
156.8 
149.7 
142.8 

251. 7 
238.8 
226.6 
214.9 
205.0 

194.3 
185.2 
175.5 
16"/ .3 
159.4 
151.9 

287.5 
270.7 
256.4 
242.8 
229.9 

218.9 
207.1 
195.9 
186.5 
177 .4 
167.8 

335.3 
318.0 
299.7 
283.9 
268.8 

254.4 
240.6 
227.5 
215.1 
203.2 
193.2 
182.5 
173 .4 
164.8 

377.8 
356.0 
339.0 
319.8 
303.3 

285.7 
270.6 
256.1 
242.4 
229.2 
216.7 
206.1 
194.8 
185.1 
174.8 
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o[ arcill dlctribution.'1'.\b10 2(,. 

o 
1 

3 
4 
5 
6 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
2 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

1 
32 

3 
34 
35 

Di.!;ch;lr<]e! 

6.2 
G./. 
G.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6./. 
6.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.4 
"7.3 

9.8 

21.3 
31.3 
49.5 
69.0 
94.1 

112.5 
127.9 
151.6 
168.3 
204.6 

234.2 
283.2 
319.2 
369.3 
425.5 

in e[::; [or tCf;1:.S 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
9.5 

140.4 
243.9 
356.9 
422.2 
488.0 

110 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.3 
6.6 
7.8 

9. 
14.7 
20.4 
31.1 
39.1 
50.0 
65.4 
86.4 

130.2 
194.2 

243.1 
306.5 
374.9 
418.9 
472.7 

Table 26 (Continued) 

Time Rain concentration 
...lmin) uniform .J.lI)stream midstream downs 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

50 

53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

70 

460.6 
510.3 
538.7 
568.0 
599.9 

618.1 
631.3 
635.9 
642.9 
641. 8 
638.1 
631.9 
623.2 
611.9 
597.5 

.5 
1.9 

542.0 
532.1 
SOl. 7 
479.9 
459.9 
439.9 
420.1 
400.5 

381. 3 
362.6 
344.3 
326.6 
311.2 
294.6 
280.3 
266. 
253.2 
240.5 

558.7 
607.3 
639.6 
677.5 
712.8 

734.1 
749.5 
758.6 
761. 7 
759.4 
753.3 
742.6 
729.0 
710.8 
693.0 

670.2 
645.3 
618.5 
590.6 
562.3 
533.9 
505.6 
480.2 
452.7 
428.3 

404.6 
381. 7 
359.6 
340.5 
320.1 
300.6 
283.9 
267.9 
252.7 
238.2 

ill 

526.7 
564.4 
593.4 
622.7 
647.0 

665.9 
679.1 
687.7 
688.4 
686.1 
680.3 
671. 2 
658.9 
643.9 
628.0 

606.4 
584. 
563.3 
539.8 
515.5 
493.3 
468.9 
4/)6.9 

425.1 
403.7 

382.8 
362.5 
342.9 
323.9 
30"1.5 
2l39.9 
274.8 
260.2 
246.3 
233.1 

604. 
622.0 
63 . 
64 .7 
650. 

649. 
64£~ " 
636. 
62 .5 
611. 9 

596.1 
57 .4 
560.1 

519.4 

4')8. 

455.7 
43 .2 
414.9 
394.9 
375. 
3 .8 
33 .0 
320.6 

303.8 
287.5 
272.7 
2 .3 
24/)·.6 
231.4 
218.7 
20"1.3 
196.3 
185.8 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.2 
6.7 

11.5 
25 •./ 
51.7 
83.8 

112.0 
149.7 
D8.3 
215.3 
247.4 
276.9 
303.2 
328.4 
368.2 
409.0 

444.9 
479.3 
514.1 
544.3 
574.':; 



Table 26 (Continued) 'l'able 27. Di in cfs for tests of storm movement. 

""---~---

Time Rain concentration 
(min) uniform upstream midstream downstream 

7l 228.3 224.5 220.4 
72 216.6 211.5 209.7 6.2 6.2 6.2 
73 206.6 200.4 199.1 1 6.2 6.2 6.2 
74 195.9 188.7 188.4 2 6.2 6.2 6.2 
75 186.8 .178.8 177.9 3 6.2 6.2 6.2 
76 177 .0 169.4 169.1 4 6.2 6.2 6.2 
77 168.7 159.3 160.6 5 6.2 6.2 6.2 
78 160.7 152.6 6 6.2 6.2 6.2 
79 153.1 145.0 7 6.2 6.2 6.2 
80 145.8 137.7 8 6.2 6.2 .2 

9 6.2 6.2 6.2 
10 6.2 6.2 6.2 

11 6.2 6.2 6.2 
12 6.2 6.2 6.2 
13 6.2 6.2 .2 
14 6.2 6.2 6.2 
15 6.2 6.2 6.2 
16 6.2 6.2 .2 
17 6.2 6.2 6.2 
18 6.2 6.2 6.2 
19 6.2 6.2 6.3 
20 6.5 6.2 6.7 

21 8.0 6.2 7.9 
22 13 .9 6.2 12. 
23 28.1 6.2 25.4 
24 50.1 6.2 50.9 
25 83.7 6.2 72.9 
26 105.7 6.2 100.9 
27 138.4 6.2 12 .1 
28 158.2 6.2 153.9 
29 187.5 6.2 183.1 
30 214.9 6.2 205.4 

1 246.7 6.2 223.7 
32 299.0 6.2 246.1 
33 352.2 6.2 265.0 
34 393.9 6.2 279.2 
35 456.4 6.2 294.1 
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Table 27 (Continued) 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 


41 

42 

43 

11·4 

45 

46 

47 

48 


50 


')1 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 


61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 


508.7 
543.2 
589.7 
618.3 
637.2 

654.7 
666.3 
672 .2 

672.7 
669.1 
662.5 

53 .. 0 
639.4 
623.6 
604.8 

5134.3 
~)G4 ... 5 

541.7 
518.4 
496.8 
473.0 
451.5 
428.1 
407.2 
386.9 

366.9 
349.6 
330.9 
313 .0 
297.5 
282.5 
268.2 
253.0 
239.9 
228.8 

6.2 
6. 
6.2 
6.5 
7.1 

14.0 
114.3 
194. 
290.1 
385.3 
439.7 
516.0 
573.6 
609.7 
657.4 

601.4 
710.2 
733.6 
746.7 
750.6 
751. 6 

746.2 
735.9 
720.5 
702.6 

681.7 
656.4 
632.3 
602.8 
574.9 
544.0 
515.8 
487.9 
462.9 
436.1 

114 


307.1 
312.3 
318.7 
3 3.3 
329.3 

335.8 
340.4 
347.1 
35':>.4 
361.3 
369.5 
379.2 
386.2 
397.2 
404.9 

415.3 
426.5 
435.4 
440.8 
447.7 
450.5 
453.3 
453.4 
452.3 
450.0 

446.1 
441.2 
435.3 
429.0 
421.3 
413 .4 

404.2 
394.0 
382.9 
372.2 

Table 27 (Continued) 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 


216.9 
205.5 
195.8 
185.4 
176.6 
168.3 
159.3 
151.7 
144.4 
137.5 

412.4 361.0 
389.5 349.3 
367.4 337.1 
346.2 324.6 
325.9 311.8 
308.5 300.2 
291.8 287.2 
274.2 275.5 
259.2 263.9 
245.0 252.5 
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Table 28 (Continued) 

Time 

71 214.9 2,14.6 246.9 287.9 
72 209.2 232.2 235.1 275.3 
73 193.0 220.5 223.6 263.1 
74 183.4 210.4 212.7 251.3 
7 174.2 199.6 203.3 23'1.8 
76 165.5 189.3 193.2 228.8 
77 157.2 180.5 184.6 219.6 
78 172 .1 176.3 208.9 
79 164.1 167.4 200.0 
80 155.5 159.9 190.5 
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